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Abstract

This dissertation describes research undertaken on the management of software testing.

A support environment for the management of software testing, entitled SEMST,

is presented. The research approach involves the investigation of software configuration
management and its application to the testing process; the study of software testing techniques and methods; the exploration of the significance of software testing management; a
survey of related work; the development and analysis of the requirements for SEMST; its
implementation and an assessment. The current version of SEMST is a prototype built
on the top of Unix and RCS on a Sun workstation. It is able to maintain all versions of
specifications, test cases and programs, as well as to manage the relationships between
these components.

"The copyright of this thesis rests with the author. No quotation from it should be
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The research described in this dissertation is intented to apply software configuration
management methods and database support techniques to the testing process. In the area
of software engineering, particularly in the context of software testing, this research can
be classified as an activity which is investigating the support techniques and methods for
test data control and management.

This chapter is an introduction to the research. Section 1.1 presents a conceptual
overview of software engineering, software configuration management and software testing. Section 1.2 describes the evolution of software testing, and section 1.3 addresses the
objectives of this research. The structure of the dissertation is presented in the last section.
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1.1 Overview
The term software engineering was first introduced in the late 1960s at a NATO conference
[82] held to discuss what had been described as the software crisis. The software crisis is a
term used to cover the problems of the production of reliable and maintainable software on
schedule. The problems involved in the construction of large software systems are immense
so that software engineering is concerned with the activity of developing and maintaining
large software system. According to [33], "software engineering is the technological and
managerial discipline concerned with systematic production and maintenance of software
products that are developed and modified on time and within cost estimates". The primary
goals of software engineering are to improve the quality of software products and to increase
the productivity and job satisfaction of software engineers. In the construction of a large
software system, a number of distinct stages can be identified. These make up what is
known as the software life cycle.

Basic to the concept of the software engineering is the need to manage and control all
software components developed, used and modified during the software life cycle and to
ensure a correct software product is produced. Software configuration management

is a

method which applies an engineering approach to tracking and controlling the evolution of
software components. Software testing is a method used to assess and improve the quality
of software. It is viewed as, the. continuous task, of .planning, designing, and constructing
tests, and of using these tests to assess and evaluate the quality of work performed at each
step of the system development. The term 'software testing' has been used broadly to
include the full scope of what is sometimes referred to as test and evaluation or verification
and validation activities.

It has been said that [81] "approximately 50% of the elapsed time and over 50% of
the total cost are expended in testing a program or a system being developed". As a
large proportion of the total software expense is spent on software testing, this area has
considerable potential for reducing the cost of software production.

3

1.2

Software Testing: A Historical Perspective

The notion of testing programs arose almost simultaneously with the construction of the
first program. According to the early view of software testing a program is first written
then tested and debugged. This view considers testing a follow on activity and embraces
the effort not only to discover errors but also to correct and remove them. A number of
the earliest papers on testing actually address "debugging". It was not until 1957 that
program testing was clearly distinguished from debugging [50].

During the late 1950s and 1960s, software testing came to assume more and more
significance because of both experience and economics.

It was evident that computer

systems contained many deficiencies, and the cost of the recovering from these problems
were substantial. Because of that, more emphasis was placed on "better testing" by users
and project managers.

The first formal conference on software testing was held in June 1972 at the University
Of North Carolina.

Program Test Methods written by William Hetzel was published as a

result of this conference and established the view that "testing encompassed a wide array
of activities all associated with obtaining confidence that a program or system performed
as it was supposed to" [49].

Since that initial conference many conferences and workshops have been devoted
to software quality, reliability, and engineering. Gradually the "testing discipline" has
emerged as an organised element within software technology, and testing technology has
been given individual emphasis in software development.

During the last few years a number of books on testing have contributed to this growing
technology [81] [4]. Many programming and project management texts have included
several chapters on testing, and testing basics are taught in most programming courses.

However, the testing field is far from mature. Even satisfactory agreement on a def4

inition of testing still remains in question. The following is the traditional definition of
testing, which was made by Myers [81], and is still supported by some people: "Testing is
the process of executing a program with the intent of finding errors."

This view of testing makes "finding errors" the goal. Myers thinks that people should
start with the assumption that the program contains errors and then test it to find as many
of the errors as possible. He states that "if our goal is to demonstrate that a program has
errors, our test data will have a higher probability of finding errors and we become more
successful in testing [81]."

While Myers' definition and its implications have been important in understanding
testing, it has frequently been argued by many researchers that it is too narrow and
restrictive to accept as a definition of testing. The disagreement centres on finding errors
as the goal. Weyuker and Ostrand in [118] introduced the notion of error-based testing
which is performed with the aim of eliminating errors in the programs. They believe that
a careful study of a test method can uncover the class of errors detectable by the method.
If the method fails to detect any errors, one can conclude that all errors in the detectable
class are absent.

Hetzel [50] gave another view of testing, which I shall use as the definition of testing
in this dissertation:

Testing is any activity aimed at evaluating an attribute or capability of a
program or system and determining that it meets its required results.

Two terms often associated with testing are verification and validation. Verification
refers to ensuring correctness from phase to phase of the software life cycle. Validation
involves checking the the software against the requirements. Sometimes, verification is
associated with formal proofs of correctness, while validation is concerned with executing
the software with test data. Under the present state of software quality control technology,
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testing is widely believed to be an important pragmatic verification and validation mechanism for a software project. Therefore, as Hetzel says [50], "testing should be looked at as
a broad and continuous activity throughout the development process. Any activity that
is undertaken with the objective of evaluating or measuring an attribute of the software
should be considered a testing activity. This includes most reviews, walk-throughs, and
inspections, and many judgements and analyses that are performed."

For the past two decades, there have been a wide range of research and development
activities in software testing. These activities can be classified as follows:

1. Establishment of testing theory. This research focuses on the criteria for adequate and reliable testing.
2. Exploration of new testing techniques.

This activity is concerned with the

study and development of the requirements for new testing tools and techniques. It
is the area in which most researchers have put their efforts in the past.
3. Assessment of existing testing techniques. This involves the evaluation and
comparison of the effectiveness of various testing methods.
4. Management of productive testing processes. This is associated with the research into controlling and managing the testing organisation, resources, scheduling
and ensuring a smooth data flow through the whole process of testing.

The research described in this dissertation belongs to the fourth category.

1.3

Objectives of the Research

There is no doubt that even use of the best design and requirements methods and of the
best testing techniques will not result in the construction of a cost-effective and high qual6

ity system if the testing process is poorly managed. Unfortunately, in the past years little
attention has been given to the management of the testing process. Although there has
been significant progress in the development of database support techniques and project
management tools which provide systematic approaches to managing a software development process, the management mechanisms for the testing process is not well-furnished
in these tools. The growth of testing techniques and methods requires more management
and control in testing.

The research effort described in this dissertation is devoted to developing a database
support system for the management of software testing. The intention is to apply software
configuration management method to the software testing process. The following is a list
of the research objectives:

o The study of software configuration management methods.
o The study of software testing principles and techniques.
o An investigation into the management of software testing.
o A survey and evaluation of previous work in software testing management.
o The establishment and analysis of the requirements for the new system to be developed.
o The design and implementation of the system prototype.
G An assessment of the developed new system,
o A discussion of possible future extensions.

1.4

Structure of the Dissertation

This dissertation consists of seven chapters.
7

Chapter 2 describes the concepts of software configuration management as well as
existing tools and techniques in this area; the project requirements are proposed in this
chapter. Chapter 3 presents an overview and analysis of software testing techniques; it
focuses on a discussion of specification-based/program-based testing techniques and regression testing techniques. Chapter 4 is concerned with software testing management, in
which the testing activities in the software life cycle, the need for testing management, and
configuration management in software testing are described. Chapter 5 presents an investigation of previous work and an analysis of the requirements for the new system. Chapter
6 introduces the new system developed for supporting testing management. Chapter 7
presents an assessment of the system prototype; discusses possible future research work in
this area; and summarises the results of the research.

The use of the new system is described in Appendix A.
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Chapter

Software Configuration
Management
Introduction

This chapter describes Software Configuration

Management

(SCM) - the discipline of

controlling the evolution of software systems. SCM applies to all representations of the
software system from requirements through to executable code and is based on four-subdisciplines: software configuration identification; software configuration control; software
configuration status accounting; and software configuration audit.

The chapter is organised into three main parts. The first part, consisting of sections
2.1 and 2.2, addresses the concepts of SCM and the reasons for its existence. The second
part, comprising sections 2.3 and 2.4, describes several existing SCM tools from a technical
perspective. The third part is section 2.5 which summarises the descriptions in this chapter
and presents the project requirements.

9

2.1

2.1.1

What is SCM?

O r i g i n s of C M

The term configuration

management derives from hard engineering disciplines, such as

mechanical, electrical and industrial engineering, which use change control techniques to
manage blueprints and other design documents [2]. These techniques were then used
to bring computer hardware production under configuration management (CM) control.
As the complexity and lengthy time scales of software production increased, the use of
configuration management was expanded to include software.

One of the earliest definitions of configuration management was given by the Department of Defense (DoD) in the 1968 Military Standard (MIL-STD) 480 [24]. This standard
was later revised to include the management of software and was re-issued in 1970 as MILSTD-483 to describe the use of configuration management techniques in the production
of systems for the military [25] [3].

In 1983 an I E E E standard for configuration management was produced [54], which
outlines the structure for developing a configuration management plan.

From the SCM point of view, the software product is not a single system, but a set
of similar configurations, organised in families. SCM differs from C M in that software is
easier to change and therefore changes more rapidly than hardware; and in that SCM is
potentially more easily automated because all components of a software system are stored
online.

Initially, SCM was a manual set of procedures, mainly used as a management discipline.
It has been more recently developed as an automated procedure used for both technical
and management practice, and is the subject of increasing interest because of its use in
integrated programming support environments.
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2.1.2

D e f i n i t i o n of S C M

According to [54], the definition of SCM is:

The process of identifying and defining the configuration items in a system,
controlling the release and change of these items throughout the system life
cycle, recording and reporting the status of configuration items and change
requests, and verifying the completeness and correctness of configuration items.

There are also a number of similar definitions of SCM. A collection of these definitions
can be found in [64].

2.1.3

T h e Problems

The importance of SCM for managing and maintaining large software projects, and for
coordinating software development to minimise confusion caused by interaction among
team members is now recognised. Babich [2] illustrates this by describing three problems
associated with software development.

1. T h e Double Maintenance Problem. Double maintenance is the problem of
keeping multiple identical copies of software. When there are two copies of the same
software, then both copies need to be maintained. When a bug is found, it must be
fixed identically in both copies.
2. T h e Shared D a t a Problem. This problem arises when the software consists of a
single entity and many people are simultaneously accessing and modifying it. Thus
the changes made by one programmer can interfere with the progress of others. The
most obvious case of interference is when the modification is wrong.
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3. T h e Simultaneous Update Problem. One solution to the above problems is to
divide the software into a set of modules and store these modules in a shared data
area. When a module needs to be modified, a copy of the module should be made
and taken away from the shared data area. After the modification the validity of
the changed module must be ensured before storing it in the shared data area as a
replacement of the previous version of the module. However, a new problem may
arise when two or more people update the copy of the same module at the same
time. It is possible that someone's modification will get overwritten.

2.2

Software Configuration Concepts

This section presents the fundamental concepts of SCM. The concepts addressed in this
section are based on the descriptions by Babich [2],

2.2.1

Pressman[92] and

Kenning[64].

Configuration

A configuration is the set of objects from which the software system is composed. Figure
1 shows the configuration of two different versions, named versionl and version2. Objects
A, B , D, and F appear in both configurations.

0
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VERSION!
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E0R
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h
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D
ft
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0 0
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F i g u r e 1.

C o n f i g u r a t i o n Concept
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Choosing which items to go into a particular software product is called configuring the
software. In Figure 1, (C) is called a library or a database.

Versions

Versions arise from changes made to software objects as a result of the need to correct,
adapt or enhance the software. A source version group is the collection of interrelated
source objects resulting from changes to a particular component in the system. Versions
may be revisions or variants.

Revisions

Two versions of an object may differ because one is a revision of another. A revision is
produced by changing an earlier version of a software object such that the new version is
intended to supersede the old.

Variants

Unlike revisions, new variants do not supersede the old. Multiple variants coexist as equal
alternatives by having the same functionality but for slightly different situations. Variants
are named, not numbered, because there is no meaningful linear order among them. Thus
the name of a variation reflects the purpose it serves, not the order in which it was created.

Derivations

The history of a software item is called its derivation. The purpose of the derivation is
to record precisely and accurately all the information tracing the evolution of a software
configuration item. Each software configuration item has a derivation and each derivation
13

references other software configuration items and therefore other derivations rather like a
family tree. Derivations should identify the tool, the input to the tool, the options, the
author and the reason for the change.

2.2.2

Baselines

A baseline in the context of SCM is defined as a milestone in the development of software
that is marked by the delivery of a software configuration item, and the approval of this
item by formal technical review. For instance, a preliminary design has been documented
and reviewed; errors are found and corrected; the approved preliminary design becomes a
baseline. Further changes to this item can now only be made after each change has been
evaluated and approved.

2.2.3

Software Configuration Items

Software configuration items are the information created in a software development process. A software configuration item could be a single section of a large specification, a test
case in a large suite of tests, a document, or a named program component (e.g. a Pascal
procedure or an.Ada package).

The following items, which can form a set of baselines [92] are considered as targets
for configuration management techniques, and are examples of so-called software

o System Specification
o Software Project Plan
o Requirements Documents
(a) Software Requirements Specification
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objects:

(b) Executable or Paper Prototype
o PreUrninary User Manual
o Design Specification
(a) Preliminary Design
(b) Detail Design
o Source Code Listing
o Test Design Specification
(a) Test Plan and Procedure
(b) Test Cases and Recorded Results
o Operation and Installation Manual
o Executable Programs
o As-built User Manual
o Maintenance Documents
(a) Software Problem Reports
(b) Maintenance Requests
(c) Engineering Change Orders

o Standards and Procedures for Software Engineering

2.2.4

S C M database

Tichy in [115] defines the basic elements of a database for SCM. This database stores
all software objects produced during the project life cycle. Every object in the database
has a unique identifier and a body containing the actual information. A set of attributes
associated with the objects and a facility for linking objects via various relations are also
needed. The set of attributes and relations must be extensible in a SCM database.
15

2.2.5

S C M Constitution

SCM is composed of four components:

1. Configuration Identification. This involves naming all items and baselines in the
software configuration. The term "naming" refers to an identification scheme that
provides the following information:
o software configuration item type (e.g. document, program, test case);
o software configuration item name;
o project or product identification;
o version number;
o last release date;
The identification data may be maintained in an automated database so that all relevant software configuration items for a specific version of software may be retrieved
when requested.
2. Configuration Control. This is the systematic evaluation, coordination, and approval or rejection of proposed changes to the design and construction of the software,
that have been requested by the development team, support group, or users.
3. Configuration Status Accounting. This is the recording and reporting of the
identities and descriptions of all the software configuration items in the system,
together with records of the status of proposed changes and the implementation
state of approved changes. That is, it provides an administrative history of the way
in which the system has evolved.
4. Configuration Audits and Reviews. These ensure compliance with configuration management requirements. Configuration management requires evidence that
certain reviews and audits have been passed before products can be accepted.
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2.3

Overview of Software Coiafflguratioia Management Tools

In the past years, many tools have been developed to aid the SCM process. These tools
are categorised [64] as single function tools such as SCCS [100] and

.Res'[112] for change

and version control and MAKE [34] for program building; complete configuration management systems such as CCC [105] and Lifespan [90], and comprehensive programming
environments such as Gandalf [61], DSEE [69] and Adele [30]. Most of these tools deal
with SCM on the UNIX operating system and the literature is dominated by discussions
centred around Unix.

M A K E is the 'original' program build tool in the family of SCM tools. It has been in
use on Unix since 1975. M A K E provides a simple mechanism for maintaining up-to-date
versions of programs that result from many operations on a number of files. It essentially
performs the effects of a complete build without the cost of rebuilding files that are correct
1

to begin with. The input to the M A K E tool is a file named 'Makefile which specifies for
each object module, the module on which it depends and the Unix commands required to
perform the functions on the objects. The Makefile is commonly stored under SCCS and
RCS control. There are however, a number of limitations to M A K E [115]. For instance,
M A K E only considers the most recent versions of a configuration, it does not maintain
information of previous configuration, detection is based only on timestamps, and there is
not easy integration with file archive and version control tools.

S C C S ( T h e Source Code Control System) was developed by Rochkind in the early
70's [3] [100] and is distributed with most AT&T-derived versions of Unix. The purpose of
SCCS is to control the baseline of source code for a software project. It can also be used
to control baselines of documentation, tests, or other textual data. Each of the data files
in the baseline may have multiple revisions and variants. SCCS manages all the files and
can produce any versions of any file on demand. The 'charge-in' and 'charge-out' facilities
are available so that team members may transfer objects into their working spaces (i.e.
directories) for update. However, SCCS is weak in naming of versions when there are a
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great number of variations of the objects, and it does not support merging of development
paths [2],
R C S ( T h e Revision Control System) is a similar system to SCCS, but it has some
capabilities that SCCS lacks. It was developed by Tichy in 1982 [112] with the intention
of improving on some of the inadequacies of SCCS. For instance, RCS provides support for
semiautomatic merging of parallel development paths using a line-by-line comparison of the
different versions, a facility not included in SCCS. The descriptions of RCS functions are
presented in the next section. Both SCCS and RCS do not however provide management
of object code, load image or other non-ASCII files.

G a n d a l f [61] is a software development environment which integrates the notions
of programming and systems development. It consists of three components: System Version Control(SVCE), Incremental Program Construction and Project Management. These
components operate on a common database through a uniform user interface provided by
a syntax-directed editor. The S V C E provides a system generation facility based on system
descriptions which include descriptions of system and subsystem interfaces, interdependencies, and parallel and successive versions. The S V C E keeps track of the location and
status of all system objects, including the source programs, and can automatically generate
an executable system from a system description.

Adele [30] is a programming environment developed at the University of Grenoble.
It is independent of programming languages and operating systems, running on Unix,
V A X / V M S and MS-DOS. Adele has four main components: a program editor, compiler
and debugger; a parametrised code generator; a user interface; and a program base. The
program base is used to support a configuration management system. It borrows some
ideas of constructing tools and the program base from the Gandalf system.

D S E E ( D O M A I N Software Engineering Environment) [69] is a distributed computeraided software engineering environment that runs on Apollo workstations. It is thought
to be one of the most sophisticated configuration tools based on Unix. It distinguishes
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between a system model and a configuration thread. The system model describes the
components of a software system, and the configuration thread describes the versions
of the building blocks (i.e. compilation units) of a corresponding system model. The
components of D S E E are:

o The History Manager controls source code and provides complete histories of versions.
o The Configuration

Manager detects the need to rebuild system components and

performs the builds when necessary.
o The Release Manager saves "good" configurations and helps relate released software
to the sources which built the configuration.
o The Task Manager relates source code changes made throughout the network to
particular high-level activities.
o The Monitor Manager watches user-defined dependencies and alerts users when such
dependencies are triggered.
o The Advice Manager holds general project related information and provides templates for re-doing common tasks.

A drawback of D S E E is that it does not provide general rule for processing configurations [115].

2.4

Characteristics of SCM Techniques

As development of the new test support management system is based on R C S , this section
illustrates the functions provided in R C S . However, the general features of SCM tools are
necessarily summarised first.
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2.4.1

T e c h n i c a l F e a t u r e s of S C M Tools

The role of SCM is to control the evolution of program families. Control is required at
two levels, namely the individual component level and the configuration level [64].

At the component level, the change control process is driven by change proposals.
Changes are made to individual components via a check-out/ edit /check-in cycle. Access
controls prevent unauthorised changes from being made. Merging mechanisms are provided
to deal with parallel development, and efficient storage of the resultant versions is achieved
through delta

techniques.

At the configuration control level, Programming-in-the-large techniques (e.g.
ule interconnection

mod-

languages [23], and configuration languages [123]) are being utilised

to express both the construction and evolution of system configurations. Generic

repre-

sentation methods of system configurations and version selection mechanisms for specific
configurations are both active areas of research. Additionally the need to maximise productivity has resulted in mechanisms for more efficient rebuild strategies such as smart
recompilation [114], opportunistic

processing [62], parallel and concurrent building [70].

The underlying object base of SCM systems has been advanced to store the system
configurations, their constituent components and associated information. These include
extensions to the underlying file structure of the operating system [116], and the use of
relational and customised databases [121]. Additional research is active in the areas of
object-oriented and entity-relationship approaches to object storage [62].

2.4.2

R C S Functionalities

The Revision Control System (RCS) manages multiple revisions of text files. It greatly
increases software team productivity by providing the following functions [113]:
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1. It stores and retrieves multiple revisions of software objects. It allows the storage
and use of one or more releases whilst the next release is under development, with a
minimum of space overhead. Changes never destroy the original - previous revisions
remain accessible.
2. It maintains a complete history of changes. Therefore the information about how a
module which has been modified can be easily and quickly found out.
3. It manages multiple lines of the development.
4. It can merge multiple lines of development.

Thus, when several parallel lines of

development must be integrated into one main line of development, the merging of
changes may be made semi-automatically.
5. It flags coding conflicts. If two or more lines of development modify the same section
of code, RCS can alert programmers about overlapping changes.
6. It resolves access conflicts. If two or more programmers wish to modify the same
revision, it alerts them and provide a mechanism to ensure that one change will not
wipe out another.
7. It provides high-level retrieval functions. Revisions can be retrieved according to
revision numbers, symbolic names, dates, authors and states.
8. In conjunction with Make, it provides release and configuration control. Revisions
can be marked as released, stable, or experimental. Configurations of modules can
be described simply and directly.
9. It performs automatic identification of modules with name, revision number, creation
time, author, so that it can help to determine which revisions of which modules make
up a given configuration.

There has no RCS mechanism been found which prevents released software items from
being casually modified. RCS does not manage non-ASCII files.
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2.5

2.5.1

Summary of SCM amd Project Requirements

S C M Highlights

SCM is an important software engineering discipline whose application is vital to the
development and maintenance of the software systems. Apart from several well-known
SCM tools presented in this chapter, there are also quite a number of other tools which
have been produced in recent years to aid SCM [124].

Based on the descriptions in this chapter, the advantages of a SCM tool can be summarised as:

o it provides an approach to identifying both objects and their relationships.
o it is a mechanism for controlling and managing the changes to a software object or
configuration.
o for a large software development project, it can be used to coordinate the staff working in teams, and improve productivity by reducing or eliminating the confusions
caused by the communications among the team members.
o it provides traceability of the status of each configuration object.
o it provides the method to ensure compliance of software deliverables to their required
configuration.

Although many tools have been developed to advance SCM, each of them has its
limitations. The remaining problems associated with SCM can be categorised as below:

1. The problem with long-term maintainability of the software system [95]:
The emphasis of SCM has been primarily focused on the code rather than providing: a well-developed baseline mechanism; and traceability and consistency checking
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of the code to the system design architecture. This results much of the system requirements and design information being lost during a transition to the maintenance
phase.
2. The problem with programming-in-the-large [124]:
Most existing SCM systems are oriented towards programrning languages that do
not support programming-in-the-large. Hence, these systems are not often directly
applicable to modern programming languages like Ada, Modula-2, C + + and PascalXT.
3. The problem with non-textual(non-ASCII) representations [117]:
There are few SCM techniques which are able to manage the non-textual software
representations. The non-textual representations include object code, load images,
database and graphics.
4. The problem with distributed and heterogeneous systems [17]:
Large distributed development teams are usually connected by a net with servers
and client machine, and the development environment may be heterogeneous(e.g.
different machines, operating systems, software packages, and derived files). Thus,
there is a general access and update problem in such system environment. Existing
SCM techniques have the problem in dealing with network applications, and few
SCM tools have been provided for supporting the distributed and heterogeneous
systems.

2.5.2

Requirements O f the R e s e a r c h Project

The research project described in this dissertation is aimed at providing a support environment for the management of software testing(SEMST), which uses SCM techniques to
manage test data produced during the testing process. In the past, little research attention has been given to solve the same problem. The motivation for doing this research is
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supported by the following:

1. There is a need for computer-based

management

of test data produced during the

testing process [section 4.3.2].
Testing activities are performed in each phase of the software life cycle. A large
amount of test data are produced during the testing process. The following is three
essential features of the test data components:
o There are many types of the test data components;
o These components are subjected to frequent change, resulting in a number of
versions;
o One data component has close relationships with others.
It would facilitate the testing process if the above three aspects could be dealt with
by a computer-aided database management system.
2. There is a need for computer-based

control of retest process during software

mainte-

nance [section 3.6, 4.1.6 & 4.3.3].
Software maintenance is thought of as the most expensive phase in the software life
cycle. Much of the time spent on maintenance is the modification and retest of the
delivered software system. Giving automatic support to the maintenance activities
will help to reduce the cost of maintenance. Generally, the activities involved in the
retest process are the following two categories:
o determine and select the test cases to rerun,
o update the old test plan.
For the first activity, it would be helpful if a way could be provided to tell the testers
about which part of test cases has been affected by the modifications of specification
or code. From the knowledge of the affected test cases, the testers would be able to
determine which part of test cases should be selected to rerun.
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After the test cases have been reselected for retest, the old test plan must be changed
for use in the next retest. Therefore, help in updating the test plan should be also
considered.
3. It is believed that automatic
lower cost and more

2.5.3

tools benefit software production in two main

senses:

reliability.

Functional Requirements For S E M S T

From the above considerations, SEMST is expected to satisfy the following functional
requirements:

1. It should supply essential SCM functionalities to manage test data, which include
abilities to:
o load test data;
o maintain data versions and releases;
o retrieve and update of any version of the data;
o manage relationships between the data;
o trace between the data; and
o prevent simultaneous update by multiple people.
2. It should provide the information about the changes undertaken to the data.
3. It should be able to identify the change effect on the data and relationships.
4. It should support the management of all test data used at different test levels,
including unit testing, integration testing, system testing and regression testing.
5. It should provide an integrated environment to enable the communication of SEMST
with a static program analyser, a test case generator and a regression testing tool.
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6. It should be a part of a software testing support environment, which can be a component of a software engineering environment or a maintenance environment.

On the whole, SEMST is intended to manage the testing process with SCM techniques
support and to provide traceability between the test data across the software life cycle.
Section 5.8 presents an analysis of the SEMST requirements in more detail.

2.5.4

Environmental Requirements For S E M S T

Hardware

The project has chosen the Unix operating system as the environment because of its good
programming utilities. The actual implementation was on a Sun workstation.

Software

The SEMST system is written in C in the Unix environment. Other software packages
used in the system development include: C complier, Make and RCS.

As mentioned previously, Make and RCS are of the SCM tools which are available in
Unix. Make is used in the project because it helps to maintain all files produced during the
system development, and to keep track of the most recent source file versions. After the
source file have been changed, Make will regenerate the object code without recompiling
unchanged source files. Make also controls the relationships between files and commands.

RCS is chosen as a SCM tool, based on which SCM mechanisms of SEMST are implemented. The major functionalities of RCS have been described in section 2.4.2. The
project adopts an existing SCM tool rather than developing a SCM tool by itself. This is
because:
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RCS provides the functionalities which are compatible with the project requirements;
RCS is generally regarded as superior to SCCS [112];
RCS has interfaces with C and Make;
The use of existing software tools saves time and resources; and
The project was planned to develop a prototype environment as an initial product.
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Chapter 3

oftware Testim

Introduction

Software testing in this dissertation is viewed as the continuous activity and task of planning, designing and constructing tests, and of using those tests to assess and evaluate the
quality of work performed at each stage of the software development life cycle.

This chapter presents a study of the software testing discipline. It describes and
compares various testing techniques based on the classification of testing techniques into
specification-based and program-based strategies. The methods of test case generation
associated with these two strategies are discussed. It also presents the descriptions of the
testing techniques used in software maintenance. The principles and methods of testing
are addressed first in the chapter, and these provide a foundation for the testing techniques
to be discussed in the later sections.
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3.1

Testing Principles

A testing principle, as used here, means an accepted or professed truth of software testing.
There are a few basic testing principles established by testing researchers and practitioners.
The common agreed testing principles are:

1. Complete testing is impossible, testing can not guarantee the absence of error in a
program [81] [50].
2. Testing work is creative and difficult [81] [50].
3. Testing must be planned [50].

3.2

Testing Methods

The traditional view of software testing is primarily focussed on the code, that is known as
program testing. With this view, two major forms of systematic method are suggested to
perform testing: top down and bottom-up[78] [81]. In a top-down method, the highest level
modules are examined first, and then the process continues building increasingly detailed
tests until all of the elements-have-been- tested. The bottom-up method begins with the
lowest level modules and continues upward through the hierarchy until adequate tests of
the whole system have been completed. Bottom-up corresponds to "build with proven
components", and top-down to the strict "hierarchical decomposition" technique.

When testing is focussed on a module, the smallest unit of software, it is called unit
testing. A program testing procedure starts with unit testing and progresses into integration testing, where the focus is on design and construction of the software architecture.
The final step of program testing is system testing, where the software and other system
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elements are tested as a whole [81] [92]. Figure 2 shows a testing procedure.
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In recent years, a different view of testing has emerged, which considers testing not
as a phase or step in the development cycle, but as a continuous activity over the entire
software development period [86] [50]. In this view, testing is an activity to be performed
in parallel with the system development and consists of its own phases. A test life cycle
was discussed in [50] as a model of representing testing activities embedded within the
overall software life cycle. [50] states that a test life cycle includes the following phases:

o Analysis: planning and setting test objectives and test requirements;
o Design: specifying the tests to be developed;
o Implementation: constructing or acquiring the test procedures and cases;
o Execution: running and rerunning the tests;
o Maintenance: saving and updating the tests as the software changes.
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In addition, the STEP, Systematic Test and Evaluation Process, developed by Software
Quality Engineering, based on ANSI testing standards, was also presented [50] as an
example of a testing method.

The evolution of a testing method can be seen by contrasting it with the evolution of a
software development method. Software development has gradually been recognised to include analysis, design and other phases, but initially the emphasis of software development
was solely on coding.

3.3

Classification of Testing Techniques

Since the application of systematic testing technique requires automated help, much research effort has been devoted to providing automatic (computer-based) tools and techniques to aid software testing. This section concentrates on addressing the classifications
of these tools and techniques. Meanwhile, "human testing"(non-computer-based) techniques are worthy of mention because they are still considered as practical and effective
ways of finding errors. A Review is a widely accepted testing method which can be used
throughout the software development process. It is a useful technique when testing requirements and specifications. Many present texts on testing still include the emphasis
on a review as well as other "human testing" methods such as inspection and walkthrough
methods [81] [92]. The review technique is discussed in section 4.1.2.

The range of techniques employed in testing is very broad. Generally, these can be classified by two strategic dimensions: specification-based/program-based

and

static/dynamic.

Specification-based testing has been termed a functional or black-box approach as
it treats the program as a black-box and tests the program according to the functions
described in the specification without looking at structural details of the program. In this
case, test cases are derived solely from the specification. Program-based testing, sometimes
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referred to as structural or white-box testing, is the technique of testing programs based
upon the details of program structure. The test cases used for this strategy are derived
from the program to be tested. These two testing strategies are described in the next
section.

A testing technique that does not involve the execution of the program with data is
known as static analysis. It includes program proving, symbolic evaluation and anomaly
analysis. Dynamic analysis requires that the program be executed. It can act as a bridge
between specification-based and program-based testing [19]. Both specification-based and
program-based testing can be performed either statically or dynamically.

In addition, there is a family of related tools, that neither perform direct tests nor use
any specific testing technique. Such tools are considered as test support tools. Within
this group, the tools provide their support for the testing activities in a variety of ways.
Some tools perform the function of test execution coordination, rerunning test cases for
a modified program (regression testing), or comparing the resulting output. Some tools
provide a controlled environment in which testing can take place, such as R UTE - a realtime Unix simulator for PSOS [75]. The test support systems are discussed in section 5.6.
The research described in this dissertation is aimed at developing a tool belonging to this
category.

3.4

Specification-Based versus Program-Based Testing

This section is used to discuss two popular testing strategies: specification-based
program-based

testing.

and

In fact, each strategy is associated with methods of test case

generation because no program can be tested without selected test cases. The next section
will address the techniques for generating test cases.
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3.4.1

Specification-Based Testing

Specification-based testing aims to check whether or not the code.is complete with respect
to the specification. It involves two main steps:

1. Identify the functions which can be tested independently from the specification and
partition the program input domain for each identified functional unit into a finite
number of equivalence classes.
2. Select the representative elements from each class as the test cases which check
whether these functions are performed by the program.

Testing is carried out by executing the code which corresponds to the identified functions.
No consideration is given to how the program performs the functions.

Specification-Based testing is essentially the traditional approach to testing a program.
However it has the major difficulty of identifying the functions to be tested [51]. It would be
considerably more convenient if there were some automated ways of recognising functions
and to determine if they had been adequately tested.

The traditional approaches to performing specification-based testing are equivalence
partitioning,

boundary-value

analyzing, , cause-effect graphing, and. error-guessing,

which

were described by Myers in [81]. Earlier than Myers, Goodenough and Gerhart proposed
a method to derive a condition table using multiple sources of information where a column
in the condition table represents a test case, which is a combination of conditions to be
tested [44]. Later on, Weyuker and Ostrand proposed revealing subdomains constructed by
subdividing path domains based on likely errors, which may be derived from the specification [118]. Richardson and Clarke proposed the partition analysis method, which develops
a partition by overlaying a program-based partition and specification-based partition [97].
Howden's functional testing employs specification and design information for functional
decomposition and applies guidelines for using different functional classes to select test
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cases [51]. A more radical solution perhaps is to use formal specification methods by which
the functions can be completely and clearly specified in formal specification language so
that the automated approaches as described in a program-based approach can become
applicable. A method of extending program-based techniques, known as error-based and
fault-based, to be applicable to formal specification languages has also been described [98].

Specification-Based testing also depends on the availability of an oracle.

An oracle

is an external source of information about functions, which specifies precisely what the
outcome of a program execution will be for a particular test case [51].

More emphasis has been given to the specification-based approach since 1980. Gourly
provides a mathematical framework for testing that confirms the need for specificationbased testing [43]. Laski illustrates that informal specification does not help uncover
errors [68]. There are also some techniques directed toward testing the specification rather
than the program. These techniques provide the capability to test the system under
development before implementation is underway. For instance, Kemmerer proposes two
methods of testing functional specifications based on InaJo: symbolic execution of the
specification and rapid prototyping by transformation to a procedural form [63].

In spite of many methods proposed, specification-based testing often involves the document reading activities.

3.4.2

Program-Based Testing

If the testing strategy is based on deriving test case from the structure of the program, it
is known as program-based testing. The aim of program-based testing is to exercise the
program with a certain degree of thoroughness. It may involve the execution of a single
path through the program, or it may involve a particular level of coverage such as 100%
of all statements have been executed. Over the past years, the notion of a
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minimally-

thorough test (e.g. using the minimum amount of tests to ensure a degree of reliability as
high as possible), has occupied researchers. Some of the coverage criteria are given below
[81]:

o All statements in the program should be executed at least once.
o All branches in the program should be executed at least once.
o All linear code sequences and jumps in the program should be executed at least once.
o All paths in the program should be executed at least once.

The best testing method is supposed to be an exhaustive one where all possible paths
through the program are tested so that the program can be said to be completely tested.
However there are live flaws in this approach [81] [19].

1. The number of possible paths in a program is often too large to be tested completely.
Because the number of paths is determined by the numbers of conditions and loops
in the program, even trivial programs contain a large number of paths.
2. There may be some infeasible paths in the program which cannot be tested.
3. An exhaustive path testing cannot guarantee that the program matches its specification.
4. A program may be incorrect because of missing paths, but exhaustive path testing
can not detect the absence of necessary paths.
5. An exhaustive path testing might not uncover data-sensitivity errors.

Program-based testing involves a wide range of program analysis techniques. The main
technique is path selection, augmented by a test case selection technique. Path selection
techniques are concerned with which statements or combination of statements should be
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executed. For the path selection problem, a number of path selection criteria have been
proposed, such as control flow coverage, data flow coverage and perturbation

testing.

The

following illustrates two common criteria used in path selection.

o Control Flow Coverage is the most common path selection criterion. I t uses a flow
graph (or program graph) to depict logical control flow of the program so that the
tester is able to derive a logical complexity measure of a procedural design and
use this measure as a guide for defining a basic set of execution paths. Test cases
derived to exercise the basic set are guaranteed to execute every statement in the
program at least one time during testing [92]. Path coverage is believed to be the best
criterion for path selection. Since it implies the selection of all feasible paths through
a program, attaining path coverage is usually impractical. I t is generally agreed
that branch coverage should be a minimum criterion for path selection. However,
achieving this level of coverage is not always straightforward. Statically generating a
list of paths that satisfy this criterion usually results i n a number of infeasible paths
being selected [96].
o Data Flow Coverage techniques entail exercising a set of paths that cover particular
uses of defined variables. Rapps and Weyuker define a family of criteria for selecting
some or all subpaths from a definition statement to some or all uses of that definition
statement i n the program [94]. Ntafos' criteria requires variable-length chains of
alternating definition statements and use statements [83]. The criteria proposed
by Laski and Korel requires the selection of different combinations of definitions
that reach a statement, where many variables may be referenced [67]. Data flow
techniques that attempt to generate only feasible paths by excluding inconsistent
pairs of branch predicates are impossible to complete [96].

Recently many researchers on path selection and test data selection techniques have
based their analysis on the information provided by symbolic evaluation

[96]. Symbolic

evaluation provides a functional representation of the paths i n a program. To create this
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representation, i t assigns symbolic names for the input values and evaluates a path by
interpreting the statements on the path in terms of these symbolic names. The branch
predicates for the conditional statements on a path are represented by constraints i n terms
of symbolic names. After symbolically evaluating a path, its functional representation
consists of two parts, path computation

and path condition.

The path computation is a

vector of algebraic expressions for the output values, which include written output values
as well as output parameters and exported global values.

The path condition is the

conjunction of the path's branch predicate constraints. For the path selection aspects of
testing, symbolic evaluation is useful in determining path feasibility for control flow and
data flow criteria. I t is also being used in the analysis employed by perturbation testing,
a vector space analysis technique developed by Zeil [127].

Symbolic evaluation is a promising testing technique, which can be used to aid automated test case generation, program proving as well as specification-based testing strategy.
However at present stage, symbolic evaluation has several unsolved problems, such as evaluation of loops, module calls and arrays i n a program.

3.4.3

Summary

For many years program-based testing was the most common testing, strategy, and i t
received much attention i n software testing research and development. Its popularity is
mainly due to its simplicity and the availability of software tools. I n recent years, programbased testing techniques have been criticised for their weakness by focusing only on actual
behaviour. There has been a growing literature in testing which claims that specificationbased testing techniques should be used to augment program-based testing to enable the
testing of intended behaviour as well as the actual functionality of the program. However,
although some specification-based testing strategies have been proposed for the specifications written in informal and formal languages, few useful tools have been implemented
to support this strategy. This is due to the difficulties of specification-based testing with
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automated support.
On the whole, i t has been agreed that specification-based and program-based testing
are two complementary approaches to software testing. One of them cannot be used to
replace the other.

3.5

Test Case Generation

Based on the concepts of specification-based and program-based testing, the possible techniques for generating test case are discussed in this section. Due to the fact that "complete"
testing is impossible, the generation of effective test cases is extremely important. The
principle of test case generation is therefore to produce a subset of all possible test cases
which has the highest probability of reducing the incompleteness as much as possible.
Basically, there are two types of test cases used i n the normal testing process, known as
functional

test cases and structural

test cases. Functional test cases are used to test all

of the functions of a software system. Functional test cases should also be used to test
boundary conditions, special cases and error handlers in a software system. Functional
test cases can be derived from the system requirements, specifications, design information, or from the code itself [85]. I n this section, the discussion is only focusing on the
specification-based approaches to generating functional test cases. Structural test cases
relate directly to the program's structure, logic, control flow and data flow. These can be
derived solely from the code.

3.5.1

Specification-Based Approaches

The goal of specification-based testing of a software system is to find inconsistencies between the actual behaviour of the implemented system's functions and the required be-
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haviour as described in the system's functional specification. To achieve this goal, i t
requires that

1. the test cases be executed for all of the system's functions;
2. the test cases be designed to maximise the chances of finding errors in the software
system.

A standard approach to generating specification-based functional test cases is first to
partition the input domain of a program into a finite number of equivalence classes, such
that all elements within an equivalence class are essentially the same for the purpose of
testing. The next step is to select test cases from each class of the partition. I f the main
emphasis of the testing is to attempt to show the presence of errors, then the assumption
is that any element of a class will explore the errors. I f the main emphasis of the testing
is to attempt to give confidence in the correctness of the software, then the assumption is
that correct results for a single element in a class will provide confidence that all elements
in the class would be processed correctly [85].

On the use of specification-based approach to generate test cases, there have been
various methods developed over the past years, quite a few of which describe the techniques
for creating test partitions. However, the partitioning process lacks a systematic approach
[85]. The following paragraphs are used to describe some well-known methods proposed
for generating functional test cases by this approach.

o The Condition

Table Method was proposed by Goodenough and Gerhart [44]. I t is

used to construct a condition table in which each column represents a combination
of conditions that can occur during the execution of a program. By examining
the program's specifications, the conditions that have a significant impact on the
execution behaviour of the program are identified.
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Cause-Effect

Graphing is the strategy originally defined by Elmendorf [29] and illus-

trated by Myers [81]. I t begins with the identification of each individual function or
command of the system to be tested. Then for each function, all significant causes
that influence the function's behaviour and all effects of the function are identified.
The next step is to construct a graph that relates combinations of the causes to
the effects they produce. Test cases are defined for each effect by considering all
combination of causes that produce that effect. Although the use of this method
can produce effective tests, the method is difficult to apply in practice. I n particular
the cause-effect graph can become very complex when a function has a large number
of causes.
The Revealing Subdomainsmethod

is proposed by Weyuker and Ostrand [118], which

combines the specification-based and program-based approaches to derive a partition of a function's input domain into revealing subdomains. A revealing subdomain
contains elements that are either all processed correctly or all processed incorrectly.
Once such a subdomain has been identified, executing the program on a single element is sufficient to test the entire subdomain. The revealing subdomains can be
constructed by identifying the most likely places for errors to occur. The first step is
to create a problem partition from the specification, by looking for classes of inputs
that should be treated the same way by the program. The next step is to create a
path partition, whose equivalence classes contain inputs that actually are treated_ the
same way by the program. The partition used for specification-based testing is then
created by intersecting the problem partition and the path partition, creating a set
of equivalence classes whose elements both should be and are treated the same way
by the program. A test set is built by choosing one element from each of the testing
partition's classes.
Equivalence

Partitioning

is the method proposed by Richardson and Clarke [97] to

generate functional tests based on both specification and program. I t is similar
to the revealing subdomain approach in the way that i t partitions a function's input domain into a procedure partition, which is the intersection of a program-based
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path domain and a specification-based specification

domain.

The path domain is

constructed by applying symbolic execution to the program. To construct the specification domain, the authors assume that the specification is presented i n a formal
specification language, to which symbolic execution techniques can be applied. Test
data are selected according to the types of errors to be detected.
G The Category-Partition

Method is proposed by Ostrand and Bacler[85]. The method

analyses the specification and identifies testable functional units, categorises each
function's inputs, and then partition categories into equivalence classes. The main
characteristics of this approach are: test specification can be easily modified when
necessary and it can control the complexity and number of tests by annotating the
tests specification with constraints.

Despite the common agreement on this key approach to generating test cases and its
progress since the 1980's, none of these test case generation approaches has been sufficiently
well-defined to be generally applicable. Nevertheless, this research represents a significant
step in the achievement of reliable software since it allows earlier derivation of tests and
an oracle which clearly determines whether or not the output produced is correct.

3.5.2

Program-Based Approaches

For program-based approaches, test cases are derived from the program according to
certain test criterion. The well-known test criteria are statement

coverage, branch coverage

and path coverage. In particular, great attention has recently been paid to path coverage
criterion. Testing based on this criterion is called path testing which is intended to execute
all paths reaching from an entry to an exit on a control flow graph of a program. I t has
been realised that complete testing of all paths is in general impractical. Therefore a
technique called sensitising

the path [4] has been proposed in order to make path testing

practical. In this technique a subset of paths is selected, and test cases that will cause
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those paths to be executed are found. Unfortunately, path testing has two major problems.
One problem is that most path selection techniques proposed do not provide the guidelines
for selecting test data. Another problem is that even exhaustive testing of all paths i n the
program may not necessarily find all errors [section 3.4.2],

The best known approach to deriving test cases for path testing is achieved by the
technique of symbolic evaluation, which involves four steps:

1. To construct a program flow graph. The program is preprocessed to create a digraph
representation of control flow in the program. Other relevant information is collected
for later analysis.
2. To select the paths. The path selection is concerned with selecting program paths
that satisfy a level of test coverage.

The process can be manual or automatic,

static or dynamic. I n automatic static selection, paths are automatically selected by
symbolic execution.
3. To execute program symbolically. Once a path is selected, symbolic execution is
used to generate path constraints. Input data satisfying these constraints will result
in the execution of that path.
4. To generate test cases. This step includes selecting data that will cause the execution
of selected paths.

A widely used technique is linear programming algorithms by

which numerical solutions to the inequalities of path constraints can be found.

The Domain testing technique [15] [119] appears to be promising for a large class of data
processing programs. The method is also a path-oriented testing approach. I t concentrates
on the detection of domain errors by analysing the path domains and selecting test data
"on" and slightly "off" the closed borders of each path domain. I f the correct results are
produced for each of the on and off test points, the border must be "close" to the correct
border. A n undetected border shift can only occur i f the on test points and the off test
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points lie on opposite sides of the correct border. The undetectable border shifts are kept
"small" by choosing the off testing points as close to the border being tested as possible.
W i t h the proper selection of on and off test points, a quantified error bound measuring the
set of elements placed i n the wrong domain by an undetected border shift can be provided.

In [98], program-based test case generation techniques are classified as error-based and
fault-based.

Error-based techniques are aimed at revealing specific types of errors, where an error
is a mental mistake by a programmer or designer. Symbolic evaluation and the domain
testing strategy are considered to be i n the range of error-based techniques. Error-based
strategies are sometimes referred to as error-sensitive

heuristics.

Fault-based testing selects test cases that focus on detecting particular types of faults,
where a fault is a mistake i n the source code. I t consists of "rules" that are applied to
the source code to select test data sensitive to commonly-introduced faults. The
model [99] provides a fault-based technique for test case selection. RELAY

RELAY

guarantees the

detection of errors caused by any fault in a user-chosen fault classification. The RELA Y
model proposes the selection of test data that originates an error (introduces an incorrect
state) for a potential fault of some type and transfers that error along some route through
computation and data flow until a failure is revealed. RELA Ydevelops revealing conditions
that describe how to distinguish the source from the variant. Any test data set satisfying
the revealing conditions contains some test datum that reveals the chosen fault.

RELAY

is limited to the detection of errors resulting from a single fault i n a module.

3.6

Testing During the Maintenance Phase

Software maintenance can account for over 60% of all effort expended in a software life
cycle [92]. I t falls into four categories: adaptive,
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perfective,

corrective and

preventive

maintenance. Each of these terms may best be described by their definition, which are
stated below [55]:

1. Adaptive Maintenance - the maintenance performed in order to make a software
product usable in a changed environment.
2. Perfective Maintenance - the maintenance performed to improve performance, maintainability, or other software attributes.
3. Corrective Maintenance - the maintenance performed specifically to overcome existing faults.
4. Preventive Maintenance - the modification of a system to ease future maintenance.

Modification to the software after its completion is inevitable: the software system
and its application will evolve as i t is adapted to a changing environment, changing needs,
new concepts and new technologies; a software system will have an increasing number of
functions, components and interfaces; old modules may be expanded for uses beyond their
original design. Thus, much of the time spent on software maintenance is in modifying
and retesting the software.

A widely used testing technique in software maintenance is called regression

testing.

It is well recognised that many of the errors appearing in a software product do not
exist in the original implementation, but are accidentally introduced during a number
of modifications undertaken in subsequent revisions. In order to combat such problems,
the original implementation of the software product should include a thorough set of test
cases or procedures that exercise and verify all functional aspects of the program. I t
should possess the capabilities of retaining and extending these test procedure during the
software life cycle. Thus, in subsequence error corrections or modifications, all or at least
a specific subset, of the previously executed test cases can be rerun in order to ensure
that the changes had only the local effects intended. Regression testing is the technique
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used to solve the above problem and manage the process of software revalidation after
modification to the software. Efficient and effective regression testing can reduce the cost
of maintenance.

Regression testing has been identified as two types [71]: corrective regression
ing and progressive

regression testing.

test-

Corrective regression testing involves a constant

specification and progressive regression testing is concerned with a modified specification.

There are two major problems associated with regression testing[58]: the test

selection

problem and the test plan update problem. The first problem is concerned with the selection
of test cases from the existing test plan and generation of new test cases for the modified
program or specification. The second problem involves the management of the test plan.

The earliest regression testing tool known as the Automatic Test Unit System ( A U T )
was developed by I B M in 1972 [47]. I t was mainly used in unit testing. Subsequently, i n
1975, the General Electric Research and Development Centre implemented an automatic
software test driver, which became known as the Test Procedure Language(TPL/F) system. These early regression testing tools have failed in gaining wide acceptance because
they were restricted to use a specific language [47].

Regression testing is currently receiving more research attention, but most methods
are restricted to testing- at the unit level.

3.7

Other Testing Techniques

Apart from the software testing techniques addressed above, there are also a number of
other methods which have been developed to aid software testing.
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Program mutation

[12] is an error-based technique for the measurement of test data

adequacy. Test adequacy refers to the ability of the data to ensure that certain errors
are not present in the program under test. In mutation testing, test data is applied
to the program being tested and its "mutants"(i.e., programs that contain one or
more likely errors). I f a program passes a mutation test, then either the program is
correct or i t does not contain a most likely error. A difficulty for mutation testing is to
determine the equivalence of mutant program to original program. When a mutant
program is equivalent to the original program, mutation testing may not provide
correct results. Another problem with mutation testing is that a large number of
mutants can be generated for even a simple program.
Random testing [28] is essentially a black-box testing strategy i n which a program is
tested by randomly choosing a subset of all possible input values. The distribution
may be arbitrary, or may attempt to accurately reflect the distribution of inputs
in the application environment. Random testing is usually considered as very weak
testing technique.

The problem is that i t may seem that there is no guarantee

to complete coverage of the program. However, Duran and Ntafos [28] claim that
random testing is a useful validation, and they present the some results of actual
random testing experiments. A recent study by Loo and Tsai [74] shows that random
testing works well on several kinds of programs, but not at all. They provide the
conditions under which random testing can be effective:
1. When the program being tested is error-prone. For example, a program i n an
early stage of its development.
2. When the expected outputs of the test inputs are known or can be easily obtained. This implies that a lot of test cases can be generated with a low cost.
Without the above conditions the effectiveness of random testing is significantly
reduced, because test case generation will be expensive and not many faults can be
found.
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Real-time

software testing.

Real-time systems possess additional attributes that

must be given special consideration in the testing process. The typical attributes of
real-time software are the large number of modules that have to be integrated and
tested and the same sequence of test cases, when input at slightly different times,
may produce different outputs. Real-time software testing can be characterised as
host and target computer testing. The goal of host computer testing is to reveal
errors in the modules of software. Most of the testing techniques that are used
for testing on a host computer are the same as for non-real-time applications. I n
target computer testing, module testing is conducted first. Integration testing is then
conducted sometimes using an environment simulator to drive the target computer.
Proving program correctness.

Program proving, recently referred to as formal verifi-

cation involves the use of rigorous, mathematical techniques to demonstrate that a
program conforms to its requirement specifications. The method of inductive

asser-

tion (also called an input-output assertion), developed by Floyd [37] was seminal to
the field of formal verification [33] [41]. During the early years, formal verification
was concentrated on the program, known as program verification. There had been a
number of methods developed on the basis of Floyd's work to prove the correctness
of a program. However, several disadvantages of only verifying a program have been
recognised[103]:
- The program may be written i n such a way that verification is very difficult
(e.g. some implementation-dependent constructs whose semantics are not clear
may have been used to satisfy efficiency requirements).
- The programming languages used may be so low level that verification is impossible (e.g. Assembly language).
- I f the verification of a program uncovers design errors, i t may involve considerable work i n redesign and reimplementation of the program. I t is far better to
detect these errors at the design stage.
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- Since an implementation is usually larger than a design, program verification
is longer and more expensive than design verification.
- I f the specification is incorrect, i t is impossible to verify the program.
W i t h the growth of the formal

methods i n the area of software engineering, the

attention of those working in formal verification has been turning to the specifications written in a mathematical language, namely formal specifications(e.g. V D M
[59] and Z [106]). Formal specifications employ mathematical notation in order to
achieve both precision and conciseness. The key to the brevity is abstraction.

When

the requirements are specified in such a mathematical form, proving correctness of
the requirement specifications can be based on the proof theory which has been
well-established i n the area of mathematics.

The deduction and induction

meth-

ods with the relevant inference or reasoning rules are used i n mathematics to prove
the propositions and predicates. These two proof methods have been introduced in
many formal methods texts(e.g. Jones [59]) for proving specifications, as a formal
specification is i n fact an integration of a set of propositions or predicates. A formal
specification can be constructed with the proof of its correctness at the same time.
One of the advantages of formal methods is verified design [59]. Verified design uses
the concept of proof as a way of checking design steps. Steps in a systematic development can be based on, and verified against, a formal specification. The idea
that programs are mathematical texts shows the possibility of reasoning about their
formal relationship to specifications, which means that i t is possible to transform
the design automatically into several different programs, depending on the system
required. Thus, by verifying the design, as many errors as possible can be eliminated
at an early stage of the software system development, and only a single verification is
necessary for the implementation. The advantage of this formal verification approach
is its attempt to produce a correct specification. However, such a verification process
is still very expensive because both the design and the implementation should be
verified.
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Newer ideas are to ensure that correct programs are generated from the specifications so that the work on verifying the implementation can be saved. I t is viewed
that both the specifications and the implementations are all programs, but the former are abstract programs, not necessarily executable, and the latter are executable
programs [80]. W i t h this view, the process of transformation of the specifications
to the programs is called refinement.

I f the transformation process correctly follows

refinement rules and steps, the derived programs are believed to be correct with
respect to the specifications. The advantage of this transformational approach compared to formally verifying that a program meets its specification(i.e. the approach
mentioned before) is that the distance between each transformation is less than the
distance between a specification and a program[104]. Program verification is usually
very long and impractical for large-scale systems, but a transformational approach
which is made up of a sequence of smaller steps may be more eifective. However,
this process is not easy to perform. Choosing which transformation to apply is a
skilled task and proving the correspondence of transformations is difficult[104].
In practice, a specification seems never initially complete enough to allow the complete system to be generated from i t . Few software systems have been developed
using refinement and transformation, and i t is unlikely that a pure refinement and
transformation approach will be adopted for the development of very large system.
However, recent research i n formal methods has been making this process a more
practical one, and the incorporation of this process model into other process model
is likely to lead to the improvement of software development process[104].
The opposite process to refinement is abstraction, which is concerned with recovery
of a specification from the code. This is useful for program maintenance, especially
for maintaining the programs for which no accurate written specification exists.
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3.8

Automated Testing Tools

Automated testing tools provide the following attributes that are not as easily attainable
by manual testing approaches:

o Improved organisation of testing through automation
o Measurement of testing coverage, and
o Improved reliability

The following presents a number of categories for test tools which have been developed
over the past years, according to [22]:

o Static Analysers.

Static analysers are programs that analyse source code to reveal

global aspects of program logic, structural errors, syntactic errors, coding styles, and
interface consistency. They consist of a front end language processor, a data base,
an error analyser, and a report generator.
o Dynamic

Analysers.

Dynamic analysers include the operation of coverage

tracing, tuning, simulation,
tion checking; and"constraint
o Symbolic Evaluator.

timing, resource utilisation,

symbolic execution,

analysis,
asser-

evaluation.

Symbolic evaluators are programs that accept symbolic values

and execute them according to the expression i n which they appear i n a program.
They are used to support test data generation, assertion checking, path analysis, and
detection of data flow anomalies. Some of the well-known systems include SELECT
[10], EFFIGY [65], ATTEST [14], DISSECT [52], and SMOTL [7].
o Test Data Generators.

A test case generator is a tool which assists a user i n the

generation of test data. The example systems are the ATTEST [14] and SMOTL
[7].
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o Program Instrumenters.

Program instrumenters are systems that insert software

probes into source code in order to reveal its internal behaviour and performance.
The main applications include coverage analysis, assertion checking and detection of
data flow anomalies. The PET - Program Evaluator and Tester [107] is an example
of program instrumentors.
o Mutation

Testing Tools. A n automatic mutation system is a test entry, execution,

and data evaluation system that evaluates the quality of test data based on the
results of program mutation. In addition to a mutation"score" that indicates the
adequacy of the test data, a mutation system provides an interactive test environment and reporting and debugging operations which are useful for locating and
removing errors. FMS.3 [108] is a Fortran mutation analyser.
o Environment

Simulators.

A n environment is a specialised automatic system that

enables the tester to model the external environment of real-time software and then
simulate actual operating conditions dynamically.

There are many tools developed for software testing but have not been used widely to
date. The restricted scope of many tools and the difficulty i n applying the more powerful
tools have limited their utilisation across software engineering application areas. However,
recent work in Al-based testing techniques shows promise [92].

I t is said that "Testing never ends, i t just gets transferred from you (the developer) to
your customer. Every time your customer uses the program, a test is being conducted." [92]

3.9

Comparative Review of the Testing Techniques

In section 3.3, a classification of software testing techniques was presented. Manual methods of finding software errors such as review, inspection and walkthrough have been considered as one type of testing technique in this dissertation, and is called "human testing".
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While much research effort has been paid to develop automatic (computer-based) testing
techniques, human testing still plays an important role in evaluating the quality of software products produced during the system development process because of its simplicity
in practice. Since the dissertation is intended to address the management of the testing
process, human testing techniques are worthy of consideration. However, human testing
is generally believed to be less cost-effective and reliable than automatic testing, although
it is generally agreed that both methods should be employed.

The systematic testing process requires automatic support. Over the past years, a wide
range of the tools and techniques have been produced to aid automatic software testing.
Basically, these tools and techniques can be seen as two families. The first family consists
of the testing techniques used to directly perform the tests, and is primarily addressed
in this chapter. The second family is those techniques provided for supporting the tests,
called test support techniques, which are discussed in section 5.6.

Various testing techniques can be essentially classified into either specification-based/programbased testing strategies or static/dynamic testing strategies. The methods of generating
test cases are associated with each testing strategy. Because the SEMST system, presented
in chapter 6, supports the management of test cases derived on the basis of specificationbased/program-based strategies, this chapter is mainly devoted to describing the testing
techniques developed for specification-based/program-based testing.

Based on the previous sections of this chapter, the major specification-based and
program-based testing techniques are reviewed and compared i n the following sections
in order to stress their distinct advantages and disadvantages.
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3.9.1

Specification-Based Testing Techniques

Specification-based testing, also known as functional or black-box is designed to validate
functional requirements without regard to the internal workings of the code. The techniques of this approach focus on the information domain of the software, generating test
cases by partitioning the input and output domain of the program according to the functions described in specification. Section 3.4.1 and 3.5.1 presented a number of well-known
techniques for specification-based testing, which include the condition table method [44],
cause-effect graphing [81], the revealing subdomains [118], equivalence partitioning [97], and
the category-partition

method [85]. In the following, these techniques are evaluated.

1. The Condition Table Method
This method was developed by Goodenough and Gerhart [44]. From the descriptions
in [44], the main benefit of this method can be said to be that i t provides a way
to develop and describe the test predicates (i.e. a set of descriptions of conditions
and combinations of conditions relevant to the program's correct operation [44]).
Because each column i n the condition table contains a combination of conditions
that can occur during the execution of a program, each column actually represents
a test predicate. The test predicates are useful for test case selection. However, [44]
did not discuss how to construct the condition table automatically. To identify the
conditions, the testers must read the program's specmcatibn carefully.
2. Cause-Effect Graphing
Cause-effect graphing is a traditional specification-based testing approach which has
been included in many testing texts [81] [92] [91] [85]. The advantages of cause-effect
graphing method can be summarised as [91]:
o i t is a systematic method of selecting a set of the test cases which have a high
probability of detecting errors in a program.
o it provides a way to identify individual function from the requirement specification.
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o it has the added capability of pointing out incompleteness and ambiguities in
the requirement specification.
The criticisms for this approach can be illustrated as follows [91] [85]:
o it is difficult to apply i n practice. When a function has a large number of causes,
the cause-effect graph can become too complex to deal with.
o i t does not produce all the useful test cases that can be identified.
o it does not adequately explore boundary condition.
o i t is difficult to update when a change is required.
o i t is difficult to verify its correctness after a change to i t .
3. The Revealing Subdomains
Weyuker and Ostrand [118] proposed a technique that attempts to construct revealing subdomains by identifying the most likely places for errors to occur. Two steps to
the test cases generation by this method were described previously. The advantage
of this technique is that it combines both specification-based and program-based approaches to deriving test cases. The main limitation of this technique is its difficulty
in providing formal or systematic guidelines for creating problem partition from the
specification.
4. Equivalence Partitioning
This technique, developed by Richardson and Clarke [97] is similar to the revealing
subdomain technique because i t also uses both specification-based and programbased approaches to generating test cases. However, i t has its own characteristics
which differ from the revealing subdomain approach.
© The problem of systematically creating the specification domain, existing in the
revealing subdomain method, is solved i n this method by assuming that the
specification is presented i n a formal specification language, to which symbolic
execution techniques can be applied.
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o This method relies on the types of errors for generating test case. There are
two types of errors identified in this method: computation errors and domain
errors.

Unlike this method, the revealing subdomains method identifies the

errors which are most likely to occur.
The main drawback of the equivalence partioning method is that i t crucially depends
on a formal specification to allow the symbolic execution that creates the specification
domain, but many specifications today are still written in natural language.
5. Category-Partition Method
This method was proposed by Ostrand and Bacler i n 1988 [85], I t has several merits
that the above methods lack:
o it is applicable to an informal specification. For a system that is specified in
natural language, this method could be used to determine an appropriate set
of specification domain, by converting the informal representations of these domains into an intermediate representation similar to that produced by symbolic
execution of a formal specification.
e it provides the tester with a systematic method for decomposing a functional
specification into test specifications for individual functions.
a it allows the tester to modify the test specification.
© it can control the complexity and number of the tests by annotating the tests
specification with constraints.
9 i t emphasizes both the specification coverage and error detection of testing.
Unfortunately, this method is not completely automatic. I t involves testers in document reading activities [98].

To summarise, a number of specification-based testing techniques have been proposed
and research in this area has been in progress since the 1980's. However few automatic tools
have been implemented to support this strategy. The major difficulty of this approach
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is the identification of the functions to be tested from the specification. Specificationbased testing requires knowledge of the specification, and attaining automatic support
for such approach needs formal specification, on the basis of which program-based testing
approach can be employed. Gourlay [43] has used mathematical theory to assess the above
specification-based testing techniques. Because of the difficulty i n practice, none of these
testing techniques has been experimentally evaluated on their effectiveness.

3.9.2

Program-Based Testing Techniques

Program-based testing is also termed structural or white-box testing and focuses on the
program's structural details. In this approach, test cases are derived from the program,
and are used to assure that the program is exercised with a certain degree of thoroughness.
The major techniques used in program-based testing are: path testing, statement

testing,

branch testing [81], symbolic evaluation [96], and domain testing [119], and data flow testing
[94], which were discussed in the previous sections. Except data flow testing, other testing
techniques listed above are path-oriented and based on the use of control flow of the
program [120]. This section reviews these techniques with an assessment.

1. Path Testing
Path testing requires that all possible paths i n a program be executed at least once
over the selected test cases [81]. I t is considered as the strongest test coverage
criterion for test case generation. However, since even a small program can contain
a large number (potentially infinite) of paths, complete path testing is impractical.
Section 3.4.2 illustrates five flaws associated with this approach.
2. Statement Testing and Branch Testing
Because complete testing of all paths in a program is i n general impractical, statement and branch testing criteria are used in order to achieve a minimal set of test
coverage. Statement testing means that all statements in the program should be
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executed at least once.

This approach is generally regarded as the weakest test

criterion in program-based testing as i t fails to detect many kinds of errors [81].
Branch testing requires all branches in the program be executed at least once, that
is each predicate decision assumes a true and a false outcome at least once during
the test execution. This technique is generally considered to be a minimal testing requirement. Branch testing is stronger than statement testing because branch testing
implies statement testing. However, i t is still shown to be inadequate [81].
It is said that about 65% of all bugs can be caught in unit testing, which is dominated
by path-testing methods(50% - 60% of all bugs caught), of which statement and
branch testing dominate [4]. These testing techniques would be more effective when
they are combined with other methods, such as limit checks on loops.
3. Symbolic Evaluation
Symbolic evaluation, sometimes referred to as symbolic execution[96], provides a
functional representation of the paths in a program by creating a path computation
and a path condition after symbolically evaluating a path. Symbolic evaluation is a
promising testing technique, which can be generally used to aid [96]:
o automated test case generation
o path selection
o program proving
o determining path feasibility
o partition analysis
o specification-based testing strategy
An investigation of the effectiveness of symbolic evaluation and some other testing
techniques has been done by Howden [52]. For 28 errors occurring i n 6 programs, the
1

reliability of each technique was indicated i n his study. The conclusions were that
1

A testing technique is reliable for an error only if every test data set that satisfies the criterion of that
technique is guaranteed to reveal the errors[52].
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path testing was reliable for 18 errors of the 28 errors; branch testing was reliable for
only 6 errors; symbolic testing of the set of path chosen to approximate path testing
guaranteed the detection of 17 errors; and the combination of symbolic evaluation
with other testing and analysis methods was reliable for 25 errors of 28 errors.
There are three major problems which have not been well-solved i n symbolic evaluation. These problems are the evaluation of loops, module calls and arrays i n a
program.
4. Domain Testing
Domain testing attempts to uncover errors in a path domain, known as domain
errors, by selecting test cases on and near the boundaries of the path domain [119].
The main features of this approach include [15]:
o i t provides a formal approach for satisfying the often suggested guideline that
boundary conditions should be tested.
G i t can be easily modified to handle equality and nonequality predicates.
o it may inadvertently uncover computation errors, since the program is executed
on several test points.
Generally, the domain testing strategy requires at most s(N+3) test points per domain, where JVis the dimensionality of the input space in which the domain is defined,
and s is the number of border segments in the boundary of the specific domain[120].
White and Cohen[119] have addressed that "for linearly domained programs, with
each Off point chosen a distance D from the corresponding border, the domain testing strategy is guaranteed to detect all errors of magnitude greater than D using no
more than s(N+3) test points per domain, where Vindicates the dimensionality of
the input space and s is the number of predicates along the path to be tested".
Domain testing has some limitations as it is based on the following assumptions
[119]:
o coincidental correctness does not occur for any test cases.
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o a missing-path error is not associated with the path being tested,
o each border is produced by a simple predicate,
o the given border is linear.
o the input space is continuous rather than discrete.
The above path-oriented testing techniques all suffer the following two problems:
o unable to deal with coincidental correctness problem
o unable to deal with missing path errors
5. Data Flow Testing
The testing strategy based on data flow analysis is known as data flow testing. A
family of test case selection criteria for data flow testing was defined in [94] [83]
and [67]. Existing data flow testing techniques include: all-du paths(d - defined or
initialised, and u - used), all-use, all-use/some-c-use

and all-e-use/some-p-use

- used in a calculation, and p - used in a predicate), all-definition,

(c

all-p-use and

all-c-use [4] [58]. Among these, the all-du paths technique is the strongest data flow
testing strategy. The advantages of data flow testing can be described as follows [91]
[128] [96]:
o it is easier to achieve than path testing. Path testing involves path selection
activities which are often difficult in practice, but data flow testing is only based
on a program flow graph which is usually easy to construct.
o data flow coverage can be used as one of the path selection criteria.
o data flow criteria are more selective than the control flow criteria with respect
to selection of simple transference paths.
o data flow testing bridges the gap between all paths and branch testing.
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An experiment which compared random testing, branch testing and data flow testing(au strategy) has given the following result[83]:

Strategy

Mean No. T e s t Cases

Bugs Found (D

100
34
84

Random t e s t i n g
Branch t e s t i n g
Data floH t e B t i n g ( a l l u s e )

79.5
85.5
90.0

There have been relatively more experiments on effectiveness of data flow testing
than other testing strategies, a summary of which can be found in [4].
The limitations of data flow testing have been generally considered as [128] [4]:
o it cannot detect unexecutable paths,
o it is weaker than path testing strategy.

To summarise, program-based testing techniques have drawn much research attention
over the past years, and these techniques have been practically available. Section 3.8
described some such automated tools developed in the past. Among the program-based
testing techniques reviewed above, symbolic evaluation appears to be promising [96] [19].
Symbolic evaluation can be used to assist all of the above testing techniques [96]. Howden
[53] found that combining both symbolic evaluation and other- testing methods was reliable
for more errors than either method used alone. I t has been realised that using a variety of
testing techniques together produces more reliable software [19]. However, program-based
testing has one serious shortcoming, namely that this strategy entirely depends on the
internal structure of the program, but the structure itself may be incorrect with respect
to the functional requirements.
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3.9.3

Regression Testing Techniques

Regression testing concerns the revalidation process in software maintenance. I t can also
be performed on the basis of specification-based/program-based testing approaches. I n
comparison with the testing techniques mentioned above, regression testing focuses on
detecting the errors which may have been caused by program changes. Two types of
regression testing have been identified and they were indicated i n section 3.6. Generally,
regression testing involves the following major activities:

o identifying the effects of the change to code or to both code and specification;
© selecting the existing test cases and new test cases which will be used to test the
affected region;
© executing the modified program based on the selected test cases;
o ensuring that the modified program still performs the intended behaviour specified
in the (possibly modified) specification;
o updating the old test plan for the next regression testing process.

There have been several issues on regression testing strategies, which include Fischer's
method[36], Yau et al's method[126] and Hartmann et al's method [48]. A n evaluation of
these regression testing strategies can be found i n [58].

Section 3.6 illustrated some regression testing tools developed in early 1970's. However,
these tools were limited to use a specific language and test the program at unit level. Hence
these tools have gained little wide acceptance.

A t the present stage, regression testing is not effective. The following descriptions
present the problems associated with current regression testing techniques [48] [47], and
these problems are considered by the research project described i n this dissertation.
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o test selection problem.

Using an entire baseline set of test cases to validate a few

changes may cost a large amount of time and computational resources. I t needs a
systematic selection of the test cases to ensure a reliable revalidation process.
o test cases maintenance problem. Test cases used in regression testing comprise two
classes. The first class is the old test cases derived during the system development
process, and the second is the new test cases generated during maintenance. This
means that all baselined old test cases and new test cases must be maintained in order
to support a continuous regression testing activity during software maintenance.
Furthermore, regression testing requires the maintenance not only for input test
data but also for the resulting test output. The combination of the input tests and
the resulting outputs makes a test suite.

None of the regression testing strategies has been fully evaluated. To develop an effective
regression testing strategy much research is required.

3.10

Summary

Based on the classification of various testing techniques into specification-based/programbased "strategies, this chapter has presented the descriptions of a number of well-known
testing techniques associated with these two approaches, together with their individual
advantages and disadvantages.

To conclude, specification-based testing and program-

based testing are two complementary approaches to software testing.
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Chapter 4

oftware Testlee Management
Introduction

This chapter presents an investigation of software testing management and stresses its
necessity. The chapter is divided into five secstions: section 4.1 is used to describe the
testing activities i n the software life cycle; section 4.2 addresses the characteristics of test
data components concerned by this research and describes their relationships; section 4.3
discusses the problems in testing so as-to indicate the need for testing management; section
4.4 applies SCM methods to testing; and section 4.5 is a summary of the chapter.
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4.1

Testing I n the Software Life Cycle

The term software life cycle is used as a model to represent the process of software project
development and maintenance. The traditional waterfall model of software life cycle includes five primary phases shown i n figure 3. In this model, each phase of system development has identifiable activities and end products(or deliverables). There are also
well-defined links between the end products and these serve as the basis for the various
testing activities described throughout the dissertation.

The traditional view of software testing is simply a process of exercising code with a
number of test cases. This dissertation adopts a wider view of software testing, shown
in figure 4: testing is a broad and continuous activity throughout the software life cycle.
It embraces a wide spectrum of activities ranging from informal design reviews,

through

rigorous test case analysis to formal proofs of correctness. W i t h this view of software testing, six essential activities, namely early test planning, reviews, unit testing, integration
testing, system testing and revalidation are described i n the sections that follow.
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Cycle

4.1.1

Early Test Planning

Early test planning, as a key factor for project success, is addressed i n [32]. During the
initial periods of the project, test planning should be emphasised and the plans, schedules
and budgets for the implementation of the project should be established.

These plans

serve as the basis for denning the specific tools, techniques, and methods to be applied
to the test implementation. A n appropriate system test plan could have built a smooth,
controlled flow of data and responsibility, clear, baselined requirements, controls over
resources, data, the accomplishment of work, and a sustained project focus toward testing
milestones. This pre-planned and controlled application of resources, technical methods,
and tools and techniques would have assured that testing structure was consistent with
other project areas and was tailored to the characteristics of the project.

The test planning activities include system test planning, integration test planning and
unit test planning. Implementation of the test plans should result in a structured flow of
data and responsibility through all levels of test and integration. The basic elements of
each plan have been described [32].

The System Test Plan defines the requirements of system testing. I t describes the test
case definition and the environment and methods to be used for qualifying the hardware
and software system operational components. Also, the organisational structure, resource
requirements, and system technical and management controls to be applied by the program
during the system testing are described.

A n Integration

Test Plan describes how the individual software subsystems will be

integrated and qualified in an operational configuration. A separate software integration
test plan should be developed for each software subsystem i n the system configuration.

The Unit Test Plan is the basis for the individual unit test specifications included i n
the Unit Development Folders. I t describes unit test organisation, test procedures, test
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case definition and test tools and techniques used.
The format of the plans mentioned above has been illustrated by Evans [32]. A N S I / I E E E
(Std 1008-1987) [56] provides the standard format for writing a test plan.

4.1.2

Reviews

Reviews in this dissertation are considered as a testing technique, but i n some other cases,
reviews are described as a software quality assurance activity during testing [92].

A review is performed using a group of people to:

1. point out needed improvements in the end products;
2. confirm those parts of an end product i n which improvement is neither desired nor
needed.
3. achieve technical work of more uniform quality than can be achieved without reviews,
in order to make technical work more manageable.

There was a time when a review was only used to examine the quality of technical work,
known as a technical review. Now many different types of reviews can be seen throughout
the development life cycle. This includes the reviews of requirements documents, design,
code logic, test plan and test documentation.

Reviews may be formal or informal. Formal reviews involve the accurate evaluations
and well-written reports of findings. A formal review is quite different from an informal
reviews, which involves the sharing of opinions between reviewers. The formal review is
designed to provide reliable information about technical matters and may be more suitable
to be considered as a testing technique.
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If rigorously enforced and used as the configuration management status monitoring
points, these reviews ensure that the data placed under project control meets project
requirements, standards and conventions.

4.1.3

U n i t Testing

Unit testing focuses on the smallest unit of a software system - the module. It tests
whether the units function properly with respect to the detailed design description.

Unit testing basically consists of the tests for the interface, local data structures,
ary conditions,

bound-

and independent paths within a module. The module interface is tested

to show that data correctly flows into and out of the program unit under test. The local
data structure is examined to assure that data stored temporarily maintain their integrity
during all steps in an algorithm's execution. Boundary conditions are tested to assure that
the module operates properly at boundaries established to limit or restrict processing. All
independent paths(basic paths) through the control structure are exercised to show that
all statements in a module have been executed at least once.

Unit test planning occurs in parallel with the derivation of detailed design, and the unit
test plan should be documented into a unit development plan. Unit testing is normally
conducted in the implementation step. After source code has been developed, reviewed
and verified for correct syntax, unit test case design begins. The driver and stub modules
are usually needed to aid the unit test. A driver module is used to simulate the module
which call the module being tested and a stub module is used to simulate the module
which is called by the module being tested.

The Unit Test Walkthrough is the last informal review of the unit testing conducted
by the developing organisation [92]. This will mainly check:

1. The code meets the functional, performance, interface, and design requirements.
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2. The unit test plan requirements have been completed, the test execution has been
in accordance with the requirements of the plan.

After completion of the unit test walkthrough, the unit design, code and test information as defined in the unit development plan is baselined and is placed under configuration
management and control.

4.1.4

Integration Testing

Integration testing is a systematic technique for constructing the program structure while
at the same time conducting tests to uncover errors associated with interfacing. The
objective is to take unit-tested modules and build a program structure that has been
specified by design.

At the integration testing level, modules are integrated in a hierarchical fashion tracking the execution sequence of the software within a subsystem. Qualified units are integrated into an operational configuration, and data relationships and internal execution
characteristics, including performance, are verified against the subsystem design. Integration testing is conducted using versions of software formally controlled by the project
through configuration management [32].

The integration test plan should be established at the stage of subsystem design and
incorporated into the documentation of the Subsystem

Development

Plan.

Integration

testing is normally performed by an incremental integration approach which involves two
main strategies: top-down integration and bottom-up integration.

These two strategies

were described in section 3.2.

All problems uncovered during integration testing should be documented and corrections should be formally controlled and tracked. The released software should be saved in
a project library. Completion of final functional integration is a full qualification of the
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software subsystem.

4.1.5

System Testing

System testing begins when integration testing has been completed. It is actually a series
of different tests whose primary purpose is to fully exercise the computer-based system.
In [50] system tests are categorized as requirement-based
design-based

testing, performance

testing and

testing.

Requirement-based system testing concentrates on demonstrating system functional
capabilities. Performance testing is the test of system performance capability. One of the
performance tests has been given the special name of volume testing.

A volume test is

planned with the specific objective of determining how many transactions or how many
records can be operationally supported. Other special performance tests include tests of
system documentation (usability, completeness); system reliability (failure analysis, stress
testing, operational testing); and system maintainability(documentation, time to make
standard changes). Design-based system testing is used to test software design. Most of
the tests derived from the design are suitable as system level tests and should be included
in the system test set.

The planning-for system testing starts with requirement analysis and may be continued
in the next phase of system design. The planned tests should be documented in the system
development

plan. During system testing, corrections are made by the software organisa-

tion and regression tested and approved prior to integration into the test configuration.
System testing ensures that a qualified software system is in operation.
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4.1.6

Retesting

The need for the continuous modifications of software after initial delivery is one of the reasons for software maintenance. It has been stated [section 3.6] that about 60% of the total
software life cycle costs is spent on maintenance. Based on this figure, software maintenance deserves individual emphasis, however it has historically not been given appropriate
attention.

Changes required during maintenance may be due to [57]:

o Errors not discovered during original testing;
© Failures outside the data processing system, which can be corrected by software
changes;
o Changing requirements for use of system;
o Modification to make people in system more efficient;
© Modification to make hardware and software more efficient; or
s Modification to algorithms to take account of experience with real data.

When a change is attempted to an item of a-software system, three steps are usually
involved:

1. Design the changes. This requires understanding the system or program logic; understanding the intended new result.
2. Build the changes. This involves actually changing the code and modifying the
system to conform to the new design.
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3. Implement changes and install a new system version. This involves replacing the
changed items in the project library, ensuring that users are familiar with any new
impacts and updating documentation.

When software is modified, a retest must be performed to ensure the modified software
is correct with respect to the requirements and there have been no unintended changes
made to the original system function. These retest activities are in general observed in
three categories [38]:

o Confidence Testing. In this activity the main intended effect of the change is demonstrated.
o Localised Testing. This concerns that a check is made to see that all expected effects
of the change are indeed observed. If the change is sufficiently small, it may well
be possible to ensure during this testing that all modified code is executed. This is
rarely possible for a system as a whole.
G Non-Localised

Testing. This is to check the operation of the system as a whole and

reveal any unintended side-effects of the changes.

Regression testing, embracing these three aspects, is a technique used in software
maintenance to deal with the retest problem after software modification, which is described
in sections 3.6 & 3.9.3.

4.2

Test Data

In this dissertation, the test data is denned to be all the data produced or used throughout
the testing process, such as a test plan, a test design specification,

a test case, a program

specification and a program. This section focuses on the discussion of the characteristics
of a test case, a program specification and a program.
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4.2.1

Test Cases

A test case, consisting of a description of the input data to the program and a description
of the expected output of the program for that input data, is a key element in software
testing [81]. The purpose of a test case is to execute a program under certain conditions.
Generally, all test cases belonging to a project are categorized in various levels according
to testing levels(e.g. unit testing, integration testing and system testing) and defined in
the different levels of test plans.

Test cases can be considered as software elements with the same characteristics as
general software. The life of a test case also needs to pass the phases of analysis, design,
implementation, execution and maintenance, which is in accordance with a testing

life

cycle described in section 3.2.

On the other hand, test cases have their own characteristics which make them different
from other software elements. It can be easily recognised that the quality assessment of
test cases is as important as program testing.

However, a reliable test case has been

defined differently from a reliable program [22] although both of them are categorized
as software. For the reason that test cases can be derived either from specifications or
from programs, test cases are usually required to be changed whenever a program or a
specification changes.

The test case used during the maintenance phase evolve from the test cases used during
development. However, new test cases created during maintenance must be included in
the test suite to reflect changes to the system's specification, and redundant or irrelevant
test cases must be eliminated. Recently, several techniques have been proposed to cope
with the problem of how to identify obsolete test cases after a software modification [71].
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4.2.2

P r o g r a m Specifications

A program specification is a description of the desired program behaviour. Initially, a
detailed functional specification of what the system should do can be developed from the
requirements. The specification can then be verified against the requirements early in the
development of the software.

Currently, program specifications are most commonly written in a natural language.
However, using a natural language leads to specifications that are vague and ambiguous.
Although such specifications do aid in detecting errors early in the development process,
the imprecision of an informal specification leads to misunderstandings, both in testing
the specification against the user requirements and testing in the implementation against
the specification. Therefore, many people have argued that a more formal approach to
specification is required.

There are a number of techniques that have been developed to aid in the writing
of precise specifications. One technique is to use mathematical notation to document
equations or algorithms whenever appropriate. Another technique is to construct tables
of all the input and output variables and group them into some logical fashion [102].
Recently, more efforts have been made to produce a formal language which could be used
to transform formal requirements into precise specifications. This precise specification can
also be used td~verify~the resulting~programs. Several well-known specification systems
have been described such as ISDOS, CLEAR, OBJ, GYPSY,

and AFFIRM [41]. V D M

[59] and Z [106] are formal specification languages provided to support systematic software
development and software verification.

Program specifications associated with a particular project may change during the
project life cycle. These changes may take place for various reasons. One obvious case is
when users add new requirements to the system. Regression testing is attempting to solve
the problem of how to select test cases and how to keep test plans up to date after the
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program specification has been changed.

4.2.3

Programs

A program is an implementation of a (program) specification. It is a vehicle for communication between humans and computers. Many programming languages have been
developed for writing programs. Generally, all programming languages can be characterized with respect to three topics: data typing, subprogram mechanisms,

and control

structure [92].

Programming language characteristics and coding style can profoundly affect software
quality, testability and maintainability. The effect of programming language characteristics on software testing and maintenance is a large and difficult subject of research. There
is no question, however, that technical characteristics that enhance code readability and
reduce complexity are important for effective testing and maintenance.

Automatic programming systems have been provided for transforming a precise specification into a program written in a specific language.

4.2.4

R e l a t i o n s h i p s B e t w e e n T e s t C a s e s , Specifications a n d P r o g r a m s

Based on the characteristics of test cases, specifications and programs described above,
the relationships among these components can be summarised below:

o A specification is a basis on which both programs and test cases can be generated.
o When a specification has been changed, programs and some test cases also need to
be changed.
o The test cases can be derived from programs.
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o When a program is modified, the test cases based on the program should be reselected.

4.3

The Need for Software Testing Management

A frequent criticism of current testing techniques is that they are less effective and efficient
for large scale software. One of the main reasons for this is that although the techniques
developed for a certain testing strategy are said to be powerful, the testing activities in
each phase of the software development cycle are poorly managed. Generally, software
testing management can be divided into three aspects: the management
process, the management

of the testing

of testing organisation and resources, and the management

of

test data.

There have been a few methods proposed to manage the testing process, testing team
and testing resources in the literatures. Miller [78] suggests that:

o The management monitoring of the testing process should indicate clearly at the
outset the importance of a wide spectrum of information that relates to the testing
process. The simplest method is to ask testers to share access to daily test progress
reports.
© Testing is a labor-intensive activity, and choice of a testing team can be of crucial
importance.
o The management can monitor testing progress indirectly by keeping track of the
computer resource devoted to testing activities.
o Coverage measures and complexity measures are effective techniques for management, particularly for assessing the level of testing that will be required for determining the budget allocations needed to effectively complete a testing activity that
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is mid-way to completion.
o Management can also be sensitive to the psychological interplay between program
testers and program developers.

Evans [32] addressed the approaches to a productive software test management. He described how to plan, manage, and control the integration and testing of a multi-subsystem
system configuration. The careful planning for the testing process was mainly discussed
as a vital factor for testing success.

The research described in this dissertation, however, is mainly concerned with the
management of test data.

In the following sections, three problems associated with testing will be discussed.
These problems serve to show the need for the management of test data.

4.3.1

D i f f i c u l t i e s in E a r l y P l a n n i n g for T e s t i n g

Early planning testing is a difficult activity. It requires that the project managers have an
early understanding of what is to be accomplished. Without this understanding, it will be
difficult to project how the testing process is to be managed and controlled; to estimate
resources needed; to plan for applying the resources and doing the work; or to develop a
realistic test schedule.

Even initial project planning is often an imprecise process based on incomplete information, poorly specified and misunderstood requirements. As a result, what normally
happens is that the allocation and commitment of resources to the various test levels are
confused and there is little way to ensure a smooth flow of data, effectiveness of test data
integrity, and a clear transition of responsibility.
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4.3.2

L a r g e A m o u n t of D a t a

The testing process is the constant checking of one developed item against another(e.g. to
review the design specification against the requirements). It involves enormous amounts of
data, and this data is in a state of constant change so that a number of versions associated
with every data item are produced. Therefore, test managers and testers usually need to
determine the state of the testing process and make a comparison of the data produced.
This can be controlled only if the status of each data element is known at all times.

In comparison with controlling the large amount of data versions produced, the relationships among these data items are more complicated to maintain. Usually, these
relationships are loosely coupled. For instance, when a function needs to be changed in
the specification or new features are added into a specification, a caucus must be held to
determine what activities must be reinitiated, what program modules and manual pages
will be affected, and what test cases must be reselected. This management level information is more likely to be held on paper or in people's minds and be exchanged orally
without records. For a project of long duration, staff turnover is normal and effective
project management becomes threatened due to the lack of sufficient information.

4.3.3

Testing Software Changes

When a software item is changed, testing must be performed to make sure that the changed
software functions correctly with respect to the specification. One of the major problems
in testing changes is test selection which is concerned with how to select which test cases to
rerun after a modification. It is important that these test cases be selected systematically,
because executing an entire test suite to validate a few modifications can consume large
amounts of time and computational resources and involve many people, and it is unreliable
to exercise a system by selecting test cases intuitively or randomly. When the test cases
have been determined to be used for retesting, the old test plan must be updated so that
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it can be used for the next cycle of changes and regression testing.
Under the present state of maintenance testing technology, effective regression testing
is seldom possible or complete. The problems are that the input test cases are usually
stored and organised in a variety of different file and data formats, and storage media.
Furthermore, complicated procedures are needed to enter the initially large set of baseline
test cases and verify the individual responses from the software under test. Generally,
the verification team has no way of correlating any of the functional requirements to the
associated test cases, leading to a situation in which the testers do not know if the results
obtained by executing the test descriptions are correct and coincide with the required user
specification [47].

It is believed that the support of software configuration management will greatly benefit
the solution of the above problems. In practice, it is difficult to construct a cost-effective
and usable software system without a good system of configuration management in place.
The next section describes the aspects of software configuration management which are
applicable to the software testing process.

4.4

Software Configuration Management in Context of Software Testing

As discussed in chapter two, software configuration management is the complete mechanism for controlling and recording the status of all deliverables, their relationships and
their changes. All software items concerned with testing should be subject to configuration
management control.

Software configuration management is a large subject with a literature of its own, but
there are three aspects that concerns testing: change control, version control and record
keeping, which are discussed in the following subsections:
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4.4.1

Change Control

Software development is a process of change. In the area of testing, there are four areas
in which change control is required:

o the need to keep the Test Plan up to date when designs and other deliverables
change.
o the need to modify code, specifications, test cases and other documents when errors
are revealed by testing.
o the need to retest items whose specification have been changed.
o the need to identify the effect of change when the data has been modified.

The change control process should take place when there is a need for modification
after testing has been conducted. A simple example could be seen when some errors
are found in dynamic testing, either the item being tested or the specification on which
the test case is based or both will require modification. The change control process is
especially useful for the revalidation process in software maintenance. The revalidation
process is concerned with the test of modified software, and ususlly involves the problems
of reselecting the test cases and updating-the-previous-test plan.

4.4.2

Version Control

Most deliverables will evolve iteratively and thus go through several versions during system
development and subsequent maintenance. This may occur simultaneously for different
deliverables in the life cycle. Testing cannot be done sensibly unless the version of each
item relevant to the test is known and confirmed as the correct version for the test.
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Version control is especially important when a subsystem or entire system is being built
and then tested. Each version of the built software contains a particular version of each
of its components, and the management of this process requires thorough record-keeping
of these versions, which is described in the next section.

4.4.3

Record-Keeping and Traceability

Neither change nor control can function without adequate record-keeping. It is suggested
in [86] that the best criterion for record-keeping is that of traceability, the ability to
establish an audit trail of relevant information. In the context of testing, this can be
interpreted as the ability to trace an error to its source. To provide for traceability, each
item in the chain should provide full cross-referencing of its components to the items on
which it is based. For example, each component in the design specification should be
cross-referenced as far as possible to those features in the system specification which it
implements.

Another aspect of traceability in testing is the ability to follow the progress of errors
revealed by testing. For each error found, it should be possible to trace the process of
correction through the audit trail from the point where the error was found to the point
where it was corrected.

The third aspect of traceability in testing deals with the links of test cases with the
specifications and programs. For each test case designed, it should be possible to trace a
specific test case to the system specification on which the test cases are based.

A final criterion of traceability is the ability to trace the static and dynamic tests that
were performed on an item after each change in its development history.
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4.5

Summary

4.5.1

T h e P u r p o s e of T h i s C h a p t e r

With, the aim of applying SCM techniques to the testing process, an investigation into
various aspects associated with software testing management has been conducted. This
chapter is devoted to presenting such an investigation. The objectives of this chapter are
concluded here:

o To address the testing activities at different levels across the software life cycle, together with the management aspects which should be applied to each testing activity.
o To stress the importance of early test planning.
o To define the test data to be applied in the SEMST system and specify the relationships between the data.
o To analyse the need for software testing management.
o To discuss SCM techniques concerned with the software testing activities.

4.5.2

C o m b i n i n g t h e T e s t i n g P r o c e s s w i t h S<UM - a R e f i n e m e n t of P r e vious Discussions

The previous chapters of this dissertation have presented:

e the objectives of this research project;
o software configuration management and testing as two disciplines of software engineering;
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o the tools and techniques of software configuration management and testing.

Based on the definition of software testing described in section 1.2, this dissertation
regards testing as a broad and continuous activity over the software life cycle, ranging from
informal design reviews through rigorous test analysis to formal proofs of correctness.

Once the basic features of SCM and testing discipline are understood, the research and
development activities will then concentrate on the methods for applying SCM techniques
to the testing process. The significance of such methods has been analysed from the
following aspects:

o Early test planning is important but seldom complete in the actual software development [section 4.1.1 & 4.3.2].
o Review activities can ensure that a testing process is under SCM methods control
[section 4.1.2, 4.1.3, 4.1.4 & 4.1.5].
o The large amount of test data and their versions produced during the testing process
must be managed and controlled [section 4.3.2].
o The retesting process requires that the previous test cases and their execution results
be stored and maintained [section 3.9.3 & section 4.3.3].
s Software testing is a process of change. Change control must be applied to software
testing [section 4.4.1].
© To provide the long-term maintainability of software systems, record-keeping and
traceability are required for software testing [section 4.4.3].
o Measurements of test coverage and complexity are considered as effective techniques
for software testing management [section 4.3] [78].
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4.5.3

L i m i t a t i o n s of T e s t i n g M a n a g e m e n t

The remaining problems with the current SCM techniques were described in section 2.5.1.
These problems may affect the application of SCM to testing. For example, SCM techniques may be difficult to use in conjunction with distributed and heterogeneous software
systems as such systems make SCM a more difficult task.

On the other hand, management of software development is usually regarded as a
support technique used to facilitate the development of a complex software project on
schedule and within budget.

However, the success of a software system development

is not dependent solely on the management mechanisms. It has been stated [20] that
"management review of development progress will not ensure successful completion". The
advanced tools and techniques used to aid the system development are very necessary,
and these should come first. In the area of software testing, management support will not
necessarily result in a successful testing process unless there are good testing techniques
or tools which are also used in the testing process.
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Chapter 5

Survey of Previous Work and
Analysis of SEMST Requirements
Introduction

This chapter presents a survey of previous work associated with the management of the
software development and testing process, and analyses the requirements for S E M S T .
Much effort has recently.b.een_deyoted.to_the development of.integrated_database support
techniques and project management tools. These tools provide systematic approaches to
managing a software development process. However, little attention has been given to
provide the tools and environments to support the management of software testing. By
evaluating previous work, the benefit of developing SEMST will become clear.
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5.1

Integrated Software Engineering Environments

In the last few years, much emphasis has been given to the research and implementation
of Software Engineering Environments{SEEs).

The purpose of a S E E is to support users

in their software development and maintenance activities. These environments range from
simple tool kits to fully integrated tools supporting a software engineering method. It can
be concluded that SEEs can offer significant productivity improvement, higher software
quality, and better project management and control.

In general terms, SEEs have been viewed as being composed of two distinct classes:
program environments

and project support

environments.

Programming environments concentrate on the support of the coding stage of the
software development cycle. Some examples of this kind of environment are: APSE

-

Ada Programming Support Environment [77], the Interlisp programming environment
[111], the Cedar

environment [110], and the Smalltalk environment [42]. These systems

incorporate tools for editing, parsing, debugging, and documentation.

The project support environment, recently referred to as an integrated project support environment(IPSE), is an environment to support the whole range of development
activities carried out in a project, including programming-in-the-large tasks such as configuration mangement and programming-in-the-many tasks such as project and team management. This means that the integrated environments should provide a homogeneous
support for specification, design, development, testing, management of versions and releases, distribution activities, configuration and customisation, error reporting and measurement collection. There are quite a few of thiB kind of environments developed in recent
years. Several well-known examples are: Gandalf-

a integrated software engineering en-

vironment [45], PCTE - a Portable Common Tools Environment [13], ECLIPSE

- An

Integrated Project Support Environment [9], ISTAR - second generation of I P S E [27],
and Arcadia - an advanced software engineering environment [109].
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5.2

Management Systems

The management system, classified as project management, process management and object
mangement, is an important part of the integrated project environments described above.

Project management involves cost estimation, resource estimation, and scheduling.
Traditional project management systems were developed by using a Gantt chart, C P M
or Pert algorithm. Recently a DesignNet model [73] has been produced on the basis of a
Petri net notation to support rescheduling and reinitiation of the project management.

Process management is concerned with the industrial approach to the software production. In the context of a software factory, the integration of tools differs from the
traditional approaches in that it includes the integration of people and their "corporate
knowledge": their organisation, their rules and polices and their methods. The E S F [35]
is an example of this type of system.

An object management system, sometimes referred to as a data management or information management system, provides the support for managing different kinds of data
ranging from source code, executable code to documentation, test plan and test data.
Such a system has been identified as the core of any automated S E E and is vital to the
success of a Computer-Aided Software Engineering(CASE) tool.

Traditional SEEs are built on the basis of a file system or a database system. There
has been criticism that such file and database systems are inadequate for handling the
large amount, wide kinds of types and complex relationships of data in the real world.
Recently, an object management system has been proposed to overcome the weakness of
previous work on data management, and it has been drawing a lot of research attention.

The next section describes the characteristics of an object management system.
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5.2.1

Object Management Systems

A large software product consists of a wide variety of objects. It consists not only of
source, object and executable code objects, but also of requirement, specification, design,
schedule, test plan, test data, and other documentation objects. The systems to manage
these objects must address a number of problems. These problems include [5]:

o Storing multiple versions of data objects(e.g. multiple releases of software and documents);
o Storing large, variable-length objects whose internal structure is hidden from the
object management system(e.g. programs and documents as text);
o Creating multiple objects representations to allow different languages, tools or hardware;
o Producing flexible and powerful operators, such as operators on directed graphs to
manipulate syntax trees, flow graphs, and dependency graphs, including set-at-atime capability;
o Providing flexible data types to store arbitrary types supported by the programming
languages.

Most environments have been built on the basis of a traditional file or database system
for managing the objects associated with a project. In a traditional database, the information is usually modelled as records. Relationships among data entities are constructed
through primitive reference to related records [73]. However, in practice, even the most
powerful database systems are inadequate for the data handling requirements of C A S E [5],
which are described above. It is now believed that an object management system can deal
with the above problems and enhance the environment support for change, integration,
software reuse, and cooperative work by multiple people. The advantages of an object
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management system can be seen in its object-oriented approach to capturing relationships
among objects. It allows more complicated relationships. For example, an association
between entities may itself be considered as an entity and further relationships can be
built upon this entity.
According to [109], an object management system for a S E E should provide support
for: types, relationships, persistence and concurrency and distribution, which are described
in the following section.

Type Systems

A type system is viewed as the primary mechanism for describing and maintaining objects.
An object management system should be able to enforce the type system, hiding the
internal structure of typed objects behind well-defined interfaces and strictly controlling
the operations that can be performed on those objects. If all objects are instances of
abstract data types, it is easier to share objects or to change their implementations.
Thus, basing the object management system on a typing system that fully supports data
abstraction will result in environment flexibility and software reuse.

Typing of objects in programming languages is a well researched area and generally
considered to be of significant benefit to software engineering. However ,jcurrent approaches
to object management in SEEs are far from providing full support of typed objects. Typically, the components of a product are treated simply as files and tools are viewed as
operators applicable to the contents of those files. Usually in such systems, only a predetermined and limited number of different kinds of components and operations are available
[109]. Make [34] and Oc?m[64] use file names extensions as a weak form of typing mechanism. It also allows users to define which tools could operate on or produce files of various
types. The System Modeller, developed as part of the Cedar system [66] used the term
"object" for referring to the files containing product components but did not treat the
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objects as instances of abstract data types.

The Common APSE Interface Set (CAIS)

defines a system model with three kinds of nodes - file, structural, and process, but does
not treat those nodes as typed objects. Gandlfa S V C E mechanism employs strong type
checking to determine consistency of syntactic units during version control. Recent work
on rich type systems, particularly in the system context of object-oriented languages, is
also encouraging, but also still not mature.

Relationship Systems

Closely related to the ability to precisely define and maintain the typed objects in the
environment is the ability to capture and maintain the relationships among those objects.
Examples of relationships include those connecting various versions of a module, or those
between the modules constituting a configuration, or those between a module and all the
others that it calls, or those joining activities in a work breakdown structure [109]. Examples of tools that reason about or exploit relationships among objects include a version
control system [100] [112], automated system building tools [34] and call graph analyser.
Associated with the relationship system is a set of capabilities, such as consistency checking, derivation tracking, and inferencing.

Clearly indicating the relationships among an environment's tools and information
structures could provide an easy-way to modify the environment since the effect of changes
can be determined. Furthermore, capabilities that rely on relationships, such as inference
and derivation, can enhance environment integration by providing abstract type mechanism and allowing users to interact with the environment at a high level. Generic relationship capabilities can also enhance integration by providing a uniform set of capabilities
across different kinds of relationships.

The previous work on building relationships in the environments is weak. There was
little systematic method provided to manage numerous and complex relationships between
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objects.

5.2.2

Persistence

Persistence support in an object management system means that it should be able to allow
the objects to continue to exist beyond the lifetime of any of the tools or process programs
that manipulate them and preserve the integrity of their types and relationships to other
objects [109].

Current approaches to persistence are based on files or databases. Using a file system,
a tool should be provided for converting the internal form of an object to an acceptable
(e.g linear) external form and, when needed converting it back. Using a database system,
the tool must make calls on the databases to explicitly store and retrieve information.
These traditional approaches have the limitation that they are only applicable to a limited
number of object types. Thus providing persistence for arbitrarily complex, typed objects
is an important research subject.

5.2.3

Concurrency and Distribution

An object management system should be able to allow multiple users to work on the same
software development project. This requires the support of concurrent and distributed capabilities. In a network of workstations, different members of a development project may
simultaneously invoke the same or different tools to operate on one or more of the same objects. Thus, the object management system should have the ability to mediate concurrent
use of objects and to maintain consistency of both the objects and their relationships.

A number of approaches for handling distribution and concurrency have emerged from
programming languages, and file system and database research [109]. However, few of
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them have been universally accepted. Some of the difficulties of providing this capability
are discussed in [109].

5.3

Hypertext Systems

Hypertext systems [8] provides information management, in which documentation is displayed as a network of nodes connected by links. Such nodes can contain text, graphics,
audio, video or can link to other software or data. The distinguishing feature of hypertext
systems is that they allow a non-linear organisation (i.e. it supports the links between
parts of the documentation for purposes such as explanation and comments).

In the past years, a number of research projects have significantly advanced the technology of hypertext. Some examples are the following:

o Brown University's

Intermedia

was the direct descendant of an early hypertext

project called F R E S S [21] by Nelson and Dam at Brown University in early 1970s.
The institute for Research in Information and Scholarship (IRIS) at Brown University has developed hypertext systems for a variety of courses, including for the course
of English Literature [125].
o Carnegie-Mellon's

ZOG was a research project on information management, con-

ducted in most of the 1970's and early 1980, for use in USS Carl Vinson. USS Carl
Vinson is the largest aircraft carrier in the world. A commercial product, KMS, was
derived from this project and is marketed by Knowledge Systems Inc. to run on Sun
and other workstations[l].
o Xerox PARC's Notecards is a system developed on Xerox Lisp machines at the Palo
Alto Research Centre(PARC) of the Xerox Corporation [46]. NoteCards provides an
environment in which the electronic equivalent of 3" plus 5" note cards can be created
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to contain both texts and graphics, and hypertext links can be created between the
cards.
o University of Kent's Guide was initially developed in 1982 running on Unix by Brown
at the Computing Laboratory of the University of Kent at Canterbury [11]. Guide
was further developed by Office Workstations Ltd. as a commercial product for the
Apple Macintosh and the IBM P C .
o Apple Computer

Inc. 's HyperCard was developed in 1987. It is one of the most

widely available hypertext systems at the moment.

Because hypertext systems are useful in large scale information management, it has
been suggested that the integrated software engineering environments include support
for hypertext [40]. The combination of hypertext system and software engineering environment can advance an integrated software engineering environment in a way that
relationships between the data information can be controlled. Therefore, hypertext techniques should be adopted in a testing environment to manage and control testing data
documentation.

5.4

Software Maintenance Environments

In the context of building software tools applied in the life cycle, attention has traditionally
been focused on the design and development of new software. The maintenance and
enhancement of existing software has received relatively less attention. However, there is
an increasing recognition that maintenance of software is very expensive, so that there are
now a number of researchers working in this area. A number of tools and environment
have been produced to support maintenance activities.

The maintenance techniques have been classically viewed from technical and management perspectives. From the technical perspective, the maintenance task is thought of
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being composed of four main activities [16].

o The first activity is understanding the software which is to be changed. The maintenance environment will provide several tools to assist in this activity such as extensive
cross referencing reports and query capability into the maintenance database.
o The second activity is to incorporate changes into the software. Therefore traceability from requirements through design into the code should be provided in the
maintenance environment to control software change.
o The third activity is the accounting for possible ripple effects as a consequence of
the changes introduced in the second activity. A ripple effect analyser should be
included into the maintenance environment to guide in ascertaining the ramification
of the changes throughout the program.
o The last activity is the testing of changes. This testing must be done in a costeffective way, minimising the number of test cases which must be rerun. The maintenance environment should provide mechanism to support this activity.

Examples of this kind of maintenance environment have been described [39].

From the management'point of view, maintenance activities can be divided into two
classes: product-related

and process-related.

The product-related maintenance management systems include version and revision
systems (e.g. RCS and SCCS, see chapter 2), change coordination systems (e.g. Infuse
[89]), reuse support systems (e.g. Draco [84]) and configuration management systems (e.g.
Make, D S E E , see chapter 2).

Process-related maintenance management activities [88] include personnel
ment, resource management,

manage-

subprocess scheduling, walk-throughs, quality audits and Plan-
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ning. These are generally done manually, although some machine aids have been developed.
As described above, the activity of testing software changes is one of main concerns
of software maintenance environments. In order to support this activity, a software maintenance environment should be able to manage the test data which ranges from the old
data used during development to the new data produced during maintenance. However,
there are few research literatures which have described this aspect.

5.5

Integrated Software Testing Environment - T E A M

In [18], a support environment for testing, evaluation and analysis (TEAM) is introduced.
The T E A M project started in 1986 when the authors recognised that there was no single
testing or analysis technique alone that can provide assurance of reliable software, but
the careful integration of a number of diverse testing and analysis techniques can achieve
software reliability needs. Thus the T E A M environment has been designed to support the
integration of and experimentation with an ever growing number of testing and analysis
tools, such as data flow analysers, symbolic evaluators and debuggers. T E A M provides
the interpretation, data flow analysis, and reasoning facilities to aid the understanding of
the execution results of the-tools. It has-been claimed that the T E A M can offer:

o integration of diverse testing and analysis tools;
o extensibility of that tool set so that new tools can be easily added;
o experimentation with different approaches to software reliability, and
o full software life cycle testing and analysis.
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The current version of T E A M is an initial prototype which runs on the Sun, Dec/Ultrix
and Dec/VMS. It is addressed by the authors as part of Arcadia Environment.

The aspects of management and control over the tests are not well-addressed in
T E A M , although it is described in [18] that T E A M uses an object management systemPGRAPHITE

5,6

[122] to deal with the objects.

Test Management Support Techniques

Test management techniques, as a class of supporting test tools, are not used directly for
testing purposes; rather, they provide support to the testing environment by increasing
test effectiveness and control. These are summarised below.

5.6.1

Test Execution Aids

These are techniques which are applicable to the test phase. Commonly used test aids
include test scenario files and test drivers.

Some of these tools, such as the

simulators,

can be essential to conducting certain levels of maintenance testing, even though they
may have been developed-to assist initial-software development [87][101] [75].
development

Automatic

and verification systems are emerging, which help to enhance error detection,

facilitate test case generation, and provide structured testing environment [60] [93].

5.6.2

Documentation Aids

Large amounts of documentation are prepared to support formal testing. Documentation aids help to reduce documentation cost and facilitate document preparation and
maintenance. These aids include test editors, documentation
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and report generators, and

automated

5.0.3

logic and flow chart

generators.

Test Controls

Test controls aid in controlling test configurations, data, and test conduct. Often used
test control techniques include version control, automated program libraries, critical path
scheduling techniques, and data and file management

tools. Unit development folders [32]

provide historical logs of completed tests, and success criteria or test completion

criteria

help to define when to stop testing.

Automatic

test drivers, such as the T P L / F system [26], developed in the late 1970's,

are tools to simulate an environment for running module tests. Its advantages include
the standardisation of test case descriptions and ease of regression testing.

The main

drawback is the difficulty in learning and writing a test language [22].
Comparators

are data and file management tools used in comparing two versions of

data to identify their differences. The data may be program code, output of an execution,
or data files [26]. The comparators can be used in the validation process to help limit the
scope of reverification of revised software. Some example systems are described in [22].

In [72], Assay is introduced as a taol,_on__Unix, _to support xegression_testing. The
main features of the system include configuration control of the tests, the ability to continue testing after a mismatch had occurred, and the filtering and substitution of selected
character sequences. It is important that Assay provides test case management and execution facilities with an intention of support for efficient management and execution of
available test data. Unfortunately, Assay does not include the facilities for managing data
relationships.

Recently, there have been publications associating testing with Hypertext support [76]
[47] [79]. By implementing a testing system with hypertext support, users would be able to
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store, retrieve and execute not only the relevant test cases, but also maintain the necessary
functional and design specifications, establishing links between the different contexts such
as test documentation, test case coverage statistics, and the source/object code of the
associated software under test. However, there are few hypertext tools provided with the
entire capabilities described above and the idea of a testing system with hypertext support
is therefore at the stage of concept and research.

5.7

SDDB - System Description Data Base

The SDDB [31] has been developed as a repository of the R E D O project. R E D O , standing
for REengineering, Validation and Documentation of systems, is an Esprit I I project
concerning with the methodologies and tools to facilitate efficient and high quality software
maintenance. There are several maintenance tools which have been developed in R E D O .
The SDDB is used in R E D O as a central database which stores all data relevant to the
maintained application(e.g. reverse engineering), shared by the R E D O tools, together
with the appropriate links and relationships between such data. According to [31], the
main functionalities of SDDB are the following:

o it provides a central store of all information about the reverse-engineered application,
o it provides explicit representation of the application structure and logic(i.e.

the

structural representation of syntax and semantics of the source code),
o it enables the R E D O tools to manipulate applications which are language and environment independent,
o it supports the integrity and consistency of data relevant to the reverse-engineered
application,
o it allows the users to access and update the integrated toolset,
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o it acts as a means of communication between tools, and
o it enables version control of information during the maintenance activities.

The need for using such a central, shared database in R E D O can be justified as follows:

o Software maintenance involves a large amount of complex data and a persistent data
store is required for any realistic maintenance application.
o The various tools used to support software maintenance manipulate interconnected
and overlapping data types and often deal with the same data instances. Therefore,
the data should be stored so that it is accessible to the different tools.
o Due to the complexity and long time scale of maintaining a large software system,
it is necessary to enable and control complex patterns of read and write access by
multiple users.
o Data integrity is important when many tools share the same data and the central,
shared database can enforce the data integrity.
o There are many functions common to many different maintenance activities. It is
sensible to put these common functions in a shared database.

The SDDB is based onan-Objeet-Management System(OMS)-withthe-Entity-RelationshipAttribute data model[31]. It has chosen the Tool Builders's Kit(TBK) in ECLIPSE[9] as its
platform, which is a software engineering environment extending PCTE[13] with additional
database facilities. UNIFORM has been developed as an intermediate representation of
the various R E D O applications, which allows a reasonably direct translation of the source
code to be restructured. The hypertext technique has been employed for managing the
links between the entities stored in the SDDB.

The items which can be stored in the SDDB are all the information about an application which is used or generated by REDO's tools, including source code, historical
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life-cycle documents, diagrams, ad-hoc notes and links created by the maintainers, metrics,
application data models and formal specifications.

The SDDB has been intended primarily to support the reverse engineering activities in
software maintenance, so it has provided little help for the testing process. As a software
maintenance environment, however, the SDDB has not claimed its support for regression
testing.

5.8

Analysis of the Requirements for SEMST

The purpose of system requirements is to state the functionalities of the system. Without
system requirements, the development of a software system becomes chaotic. This section
presents an analysis of the problems attempted to be solved by SEMST. It acts as the
bridge between the related work, described in the previous sections of this chapter, and
the requirements for SEMST, described in section 2.5.2. To avoid repeating what has
already been described, this section focuses its attention on addressing the motivation for
those requirements.

5.8.1

Motivation For S E M S T

The SEMST system is intented to use software configuration management techniques to
aid the testing process. The major functions that SEMST will supply include version
control, relationship control and traceability of the test data. These requirements are
motivated partly by the need for automated support for the testing process; partly by the
demand for the long-term maintainability of software products; and partly by the need
for a regression testing database. Each of these is elaborated in turn.
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5.8.1.1 Controlling the Testing Process

SCM techniques manage the evolution of software systems by controlling and recording
the status of all deliverables, their relationships and their changes in the software life
cycle. It has been well-recognised that application of SCM methods is vital to the system
development and maintenance. Much work in the past few years has led to considerable
achievements in this field.

Unfortunately, there have been very few texts or research contributions which specifically address the methods of applying SCM to software testing, and very few such tools
have been developed.

With the progress of software engineering research, the view of software development
has been changed from focusing solely on implementation to a wider scope which includes
analysis, design and other activities. Similarly, software testing has been gradually viewed
as a broad activity which is performed at each stage of the software development life
cycle rather than just a follow on activity after the coding. In fact, whenever a software
system evolves, a relevant testing activity should be performed in order to ensure that
the software system evolves correctly with respect to its requirements. Therefore, it can
be easily understood that the evolution of the testing process follows the evolution of a
software system. Section 4.4 has addressed the SCM areas that should be applied to the
testing process.

The problem is that the testing process becomes difficult to carry out when coping
with large and complex software. To determine the test cases for testing software changes,
the tester normally needs to understand the relationships between the current versions of
system components. However, in large and complex system, developed over a long period,
such information about the system is usually not readily available.

Therefore, SEMST is attempted to help this problem. It is required to maintain all
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versions of the specifications, test cases and programs produced during the project life
cycle, and to control the links between these data items. Thus, the users can obtain the
traceability between these data items over the whole testing process.

5.8.1.2 Supporting the Long-Term Maintainability of the Software System

Associated with the evolution of software systems is their long-term maintainability problem. What normally happens in a real software development is that the documentation is
not maintained, and the traceability of the code to the system design is lost. This results
in a situation that the software system becomes difficult to maintain after the system has
evolved over a long time.

By emphasising the management of test information, SEMST would enable the SCM
techniques to be embedded within the software development and maintenance. It could
help to ensure the system's documentation and design information are maintained along
with the code.

Furthermore, the versions of these components and their relationships

would be controlled by SEMST. This will benefit a testing process, particularly the revalidation precess during software maintenance. Other maintenance activities may also be
helped by SEMST.

5.8.1.3 Regression Testing Database

The design of SEMST is strongly influenced by a repository required for regression testing.
The problems associated with regression testing have been previously described. In order
to solve these problems, a database which supports automatic regression testing is needed.

Basically, a regression testing database should store three test components namely
specifications, test suits, and programs. The important requirements for the regression
testing database are that the history record of these components must be maintained, and
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all possible links between these three components must be identified and controlled.
So far, however, no regression testing database which satisfies the above requirements
has been found. SEMST can be essentially considered as a database for supporting regression testing.

5.8.2

Review of the Previous Work

To analyse the requirements for SEMST, the related work should be evaluated. This
section explains why SEMST is needed by reviewing the previous work which has been
described in the previous sections.

1. Integrated Software Engineering Environments [section 5.1]
An integrated software engineering environment is designed to support various software development and maintenance activities. It consists of the mechanisms for
software configuration management and software testing. However, management information for software testing is not fully captured in the current integrated software
engineering environments, as the requirements made for these environments are too
broad to focus on testing management.
2. Object Management Systems[section 5.2]
Most modern software engineering environments are built on the basis of an object management system(OMS) because an OMS has the advantages in supporting
change; integration and reuse of the software systems; as well as supporting cooperative work by multiple people. Based on an object-oriented approach, the OMSs
enable the control of the typed objects with inheritance; complicated relationships
among the objects; data persistence; and the concurrency and distribution. From
the above, the OMSs can be used to provide the management and control of test
data used in the testing process. However, the current OMSs provide little systematic method to support rich type system and complex relationships between the
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objects. To provide the ability of persistence, concurrency and distribution in the
OMSs, much research work is still needed. The few OMSs to have been developed
give no emphasis to supporting the management of testing.
3. Hypertext Systems[section 5.3]
Hypertext techniques have been recently developed to control the relationships between the life-cycle documentation, based on the notion of links and nodes. Obviously, hypertext techniques can be used to manage the test documentation and
its links. However, the current hypertext techniques are not concerned with change
effect on the data and the links. The links which have been created between data
would become insecure after a change to the data. But the current hypertext techniques do not provide an approach to deal with this problem. There have been few
hypertext systems practically available. Moreover, version control is not actually
well-provided in the current hypertext tools.
4. Software Maintenance Environments[section 5.4]
One of the activities that the software maintenance environments should support
is testing changes. To aid this activity, a maintenance environment should be able
to manage the old test data generated or used in the system development as well
as the new test data generated or used in the system maintenance. The history of
the system documents and their relationships should also be managed in a maintenance environment. Unfortunately, few research issues have been found to_address
the above in the software maintenance environments, and currently, the available
software maintenance environments are few.
5. Integrated Software Testing Environments [section 5.5]
It has been recognised that no single testing technique alone can assure a reliable software system. The integrated testing environments have been proposed to integrate
a number of diverse testing techniques in order to achieve the software reliability
requirements. TEAM[18] is one of the examples of the integrated testing environments. There are however, some limitations to T E A M . For instance, although it has
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been claimed that T E A M can support full life cycle testing and analysis, the mechanism for regression testing is not actually provided in T E A M . In addition, T E A M
does not include the ability to control test data versions and their relationships.
6. Test Management Support Techniques[section 5.6]
Test management support tools provide their support for the testing activities in
many ways. Some tools perform the function of test execution coordination. Some
tools provide a controlled environment in which testing can take place. There are also
a number of such tools which aid the test documentation. Assay [72] is a support tool
for regression testing, which is aimed at providing efficient test data management
and execution facilities. It has been developed to use SCM techniques to control
tests(e.g. it provides test cases version control). However, Assay does not provide
the management of links between test data. Unlike these previously developed test
support systems, SEMST emphasizes its support for the whole testing process and
its evolution. It is designed to manage the test data associated with each testing
activity across the software life cycle.
7. SDDB[section 5.7]
The SDDB, developed in R E D O , is a central, shared database in which all the
data relevant to maintenance and their relationships are stored and controlled. The
SDDB belongs to the class of software maintenance environments which have been
designed to provide sophisticated mechanisms for supporting the maintenance activities. In comparison with the SDDB, SEMST is proposed as a system developed
within R E D O , which focuses on control and management of the testing process. Despite that the SDDB has been described to provide the support for various maintenance activities, it is actually focused on the support for reverse engineering. Regression testing is a maintenance testing technique used to ensure a reliable maintenance
activity. However, the SDDB has not addressed problem of supporting regression
testing.

Therefore, SEMST is to be developed as a testing support environment

which may augment regression testing systems in R E D O , and thus it may be as a
useful part of the R E D O environment.
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5.8.3

Design. Criteria for Prototype SEMST

In association with the requirements for SEMST, this section identifies the design criteria
for the SEMST prototype version.

o SEMST should be built as a database system which includes basic SCM abilities.
o SEMST should be able to load three types of test data, namely specifications, programs and test cases into its database.
o SEMST should manage the specifications written in a formal or informal language.
o SEMST should manage the test cases derived or used over the entire software life
cycle.
o SEMST should maintain all versions of these three components.
o SEMST should enable the user to retrieve and update these components in the
database.
o SEMST should allow a set of test data to be baselined(i.e. a release).
o SEMST should be able to identify and control the links of test cases with specifications and programs.
o SEMST should report~the~changes made to these test data.
o SEMST should keep track of the state of links between these data and report insecure
links caused by the changes to these components.
o SEMST should provide the user with information about the affected test cases resulting from the specification and program changes.
o SEMST should allow multiple users.
o S E M S T should provide data security control, preventing multiple people from updating the same data item simultaneously.
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o SEMST should provide a user-friendly interface.

5.9

Summary

In this chapter the tools developed in the area of software engineering have been discussed
from the point view of data control, management and maintenance. Although many current software environments claim applicability over the entire software life cycle, their
effectiveness during the testing process can be greatly improved. Actually, the management and control information provided for the software testing process is not fully captured
in these environments. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a management environment
to support the testing process. This support environment can then be built within a software engineering environment. The analysis of SEMST requirements has indicated the
significance of developing SEMST.
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Chapter 6

SEMST — A Suipport

Environment for the Management
of Software Testing
Introduction

The SEMST system is aimed at managing the testing-process with SGM support. Generally, testing management is a broad term which can include management of the testing
process, management of test data and management of the testing organisation and resources. The current SEMST focuses on managing and controlling the test data produced
in the project life cycle. The test data involved in SEMST is the following: specifications,
test cases and programs. In this chapter, the SEMST system is presented by looking at
its properties and design. An example of applying SEMST is also described.
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6.1

SEMST Capabilities

S E M S T supports the management and control of test data (e.g. specifications, test cases
and programs) produced in a project development cycle. Its support covers all levels
of software testing, including unit testing, integration testing, system testing as well as
regression testing.

It possesses the ability to store, retrieve and update all the versions of test cases,
specifications and programs associated with a project. The links between these objects
can be established and controlled. When a modification has been undertaken to one of
these items, the system will provide users with change information so that the items linking
with this changed item should be given attention. In this situation, the current state of
the links between them is defined to be insecure.

The system allows multiple users to

access the database and some security checking will take place in order to prevent two
people from updating the same file at the same time.

The overall capabilities of SEMST can be categorised as: loading the data into the
system, maintaining the versions, retrieving and updating the data, managing the links
between the data, and controlling security over the data. The following sections consider
the properties of SEMST in more detail.

6.1.1

Loading Data

There are three categories of data stored in the SEMST database, namely specifications,
test cases and programs. The specifications supported by the SEMST prototype are those
with a style which is rule-based or functionality-based, although specifications written in
other styles are also acceptable to the system. The test cases are usually described in a
variety of formats. In SEMST, the test cases are represented by the description of the
input data, the description of the output data and other relevant attributes. In S E M S T ,
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a program is stored together with its attributes. The program's attributes are generated
from a static program analyser, which are usually represented by a number of tables(e.g.
subroutine table, branch table and path table). SEMST provides a connection to a static
program analyser so that the program attribute tables can be loaded into the system. The
data representation in SEMST is presented in section 6.2.3.2.

Two ways have been provided to input the data into the SEMST database. If a data
file already exists in the machine, SEMST is able to convert this file into the database,
when given the complete path name of the file. SEMST also provides a facility to guide
the users to input new data into the system. This means the users can input the data by
following the instructions provided by the system.

6.1.2

Maintaining Versions

This is based on RCS - A Revision Control System [113] [section 2.4] on Unix. SEMST
provides basic version control, history management and configuration management mechanisms to maintain all the data stored in the system. SEMST keeps track of any changes
made to a file and controls all versions of the files. Any version of a file can be retrieved
from the system database provided that the version number is given. The latest version
can be retrieved by using the default option.

The first version of a file is numbered 1.1 and successive revisions are numbered 1.2,
1.3, etc. The first field of a revision number is considered as the release number and the
second one the level number. A release is a software deliverable or an end product which
may be baselined [see section 2.2.2]. SEMST supports releases, so for example the user
can define all the latest versions of test cases used for unit testing to be a release, and
users are allowed to retrieve any version of a file from a release. SEMST also allows the
retrieval of a branch version of a file by giving the branch number. Suppose in S E M S T a
file version sequence is as follows:
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1.1—1.2—1.3—2.1—2.2—
A branch occurs when a modification has been undertaken to any version before the
latest version. The first branch starting at 1.3, for example, has a number 1.3.1, and the
revisions on that branch are numbered 1.3.1.1, 1.3.1.2, etc.

6.1.3

Retrieving and Updating

SEMST supports the retrieval of any version of the data from the system database. The
users are allowed to retrieve a test data item by providing the system with the file
name/item's identifier and the version number. The system uses the file name/item's
identifier as a keyword to make a search among the data in the database. If the search is
successful, the system will then check the version number. Thus, the users can obtain the
content of the data item retrieved on the screen as long as the file version related to the
version number exists.

The users can modify the data retrieved from the system. When a change has been
undertaken to a file, the new version of this file must be brought into the system and the
system is supposed to conduct the tasks relevant to the change, which will be described
in the section 6.1.4.4.

6.1.4

Managing Links

In order to allow the traceability between the test data, a link management mechanism
has been provided in the SEMST system.
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0.1.4.1 T h e L i n k Concept in S E M S T

Links are used to represent the relationships between several objects. The links among
objects can be defined in many ways according to their particular purpose. For instance,
links can be established between data files to indicate the versions. In SEMST, the relationships between test cases, specifications and programs are maintained by creating
links among them. The links are managed on the basis of the identifiers associated with
these components. SEMST requires that each data element be given a name as its identifier. In SEMST, the relationships between test cases and specifications are represented
1

by links of the test cases with the parts of the specification , and the relationships between test cases and programs are represented by links of test cases with the program's
attributes(e.g. the procedures/functions, the paths, the branchs, and statements etc.).
A link can be given between two elements when either one element is a derivation from
another or one element's execution can cause another to be activated. For example, if a
test case is generated by means of a specification-based testing strategy, there must be
a link between this test case and a part of the specification. When using a test case to
run the program, if the execution fires a part of the specification, we can say that there
are certain links between this test case and the specification. A part of the specification
may have links with several test cases and a test case may have links with several parts of
the specification. Therefore SEMST manages many-to-many relationships. A description
of the links is shown in figure 5, where Si-indicates a part of specification, Pi indicates-a
procedure/function in a program, and T i indicates a set of test cases.

6.1.4.2 L i n k s Establishment

In SEMST, the links are established while the test cases are entered into the system. Each
test case in the system also contains two pointer elements which are used to point to the
'The term 'part of the specification' is used to represent any subset of the specification which can be
tested, such as a rule or a functionality described in the specification.
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part of the specification and the part of the program linked with the test case. The links
are represented by the item identifiers. If a test case has a link with a rule identified as
rulel, the users need to type in rulel when creating the link.

S2

PI

Sn

P2

P3

Pn

DM

T2

T3

Tn

E>

Links

o

Insecure Links
A Data F i l e

F i g u r e 5. I n t e r n a l S t r u c t u r e o f t h e SEMST D a t a b a s e
6.1.4.3 Enquiry

SEMST allows the users to make an enquiry about links among the data in the system.
When such an enquiry is made, the system provides the corresponding link information on
the screen. With this mechanism, the users are able to know the current state of the links
created between the data in the system. To operate this function, the users are asked to
give the identifiers of the items whose link states are required.
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6.1.4.4 Insecure Links

When an update has been conducted to a part of the specification or program, the links
of the test cases with that part of the specification and program have become insecure.
In order to keep the links among the data in the system up to date, SEMST provides a
mechanism to control and manage these insecure links. The users can be made aware of
which parts of the specification or program have been changed; which links have become
insecure; and which test cases have been affected by the change. The insecure links can
be changed to secure by modifying them.

6.1.5

Controlling Security

An attempt to update the same file by two persons at the same time is a dangerous activity,
and will cause unexpected results. For example, suppose two people retrieve revision 2.4
of a file at the same time and modify it. Person A deposits his revision first, and person
B somewhat later. Unfortunately, person B knows nothing about A's changes, so the
effect is that A's changes are "undone" by B's deposit. A's changes are not lost since
all revisions are saved, but they are confined to a single revision. SEMST prevents this
conflict by locking. When a user wants to retrieve a revision from the system, the system
will checkjt ojit__and lock.it so that the second user cannot retrieve the same file before
a new revision of the file has been saved into the system. This function is also based on
RCS.
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6.2

System Architect me

6.2.1

Overview Of the System

SEMST is built on top of UNIX and RCS on a Sun workstation and has the abilities
described in the previous sections. On the other hand, SEMST is designed as an integrated
tool including interfaces with a test case generator, static program analyser, and regression
testing tool etc.. Figure 6. shows an overview of the SEMST environment.

6.2.2

Functional Structure

SEMST provides its functionalities through four major components: system monitor,
ification management

segment, program management segment and test case

spec-

management

segment, which operate on the SEMST database. The functional structure of SEMST is
shown in figure 7.
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SEMST S y s t e m F u n c t i o n a l
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Architecture

The system monitor is responsible for controlling the whole system.

Its functions

include receiving and analysing the user commands selected from the system menu, and
invoking the subsystem corresponding to the user command.

The specification management segment is used to control the user's access to program
specifications. It involves several functions, such as aiding the user inputing a specification; retrieving or updating all versions of the specifications; and providing link state
information.

The program management segment has the responsibility for controlling and managing
the source code to be tested. The tasks include editing, storing, retrieving and updating
all versions of a program file. It has been designed to include an interface with a static
analyser and a mechanism to load the program static attributes tables into the system
database. The purpose of these functions is to provide the data information to support
the management of test cases used for program-based testing.

The test case management segment takes charge of controlling and managing all the
activities with test cases. It provides the mechanisms to assist the user to input and
update the test cases, to store the test cases into the system database, and to retrieve all
versions of the test cases from the system database. It manages the links of test cases
with specifications and programs.
From the above descriptions, five general functional areas associated with each segment
can be categorised as follows:

© input process. This is concerned with actual inputs of the system (i.e. the input of
specifications, test cases and programs).
o output process. This involves the output from the system. The system outputs are
mainly a history of a test case/specification/program, link information and change
information.
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o data maintenance.

This is relevant to the storage, update and retrieval of all versions

of the data.
o linkage management.

This involves establishing and controlling the links of test cases

with specifications and programs.
o security control. This involves the control over the security of the data stored in the
system database.

6.2.3

System Database

Whenever a new project enters into SEMST, the system creates three different directories,
in each of which relevant type of the data associated with the project will be stored. The
system database is built on the Unix file system.

6.2.3.1 Data Model

SEMST can be considered as an object-oriented database which supports an EntityRelation-Attributes data model. It provides structural object-orientation

concepts for the

direct representation of real world entities with their complex structure. The objects in the
database are the data files (specifications, test cases and programs) which are treated as
entities with attributes and relationships. At the lowest level, this model is implemented
as a collection of directories with each data class mapped onto a Unix directory. An object,
which is an instance of a data class, is then implemented as a file within the directory.

When on-line, objects are held as C structures. However, to store them in the database,
each object is output into a separate file. The database has two primitive interface functions for this purpose; one for reading objects from and one for writing objects to the
database. To do this the functions must access the description of the appropriate C structure definition from a library of object descriptions. The data model is therefore easily
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extended because all that is needed for the addition of an object to the data model is
simply the creation of a new description in the object description library.

8.2.3.2 Data Representation

The format of specifications used in SEMST is shown in figure 8, in which the

Rule/Functionality

Identifier is an identifier used to identify each rule/functionality described in a specification file, and the Rule/Functionality

Description

is a context describing the contents of

rule/functionality corresponding to the identifier.

Rule/Functionality Identifier

Rule/Functionality Description

Figure 8. Logical Structure of a rule/functionality description in S E M S T

There is a literal definition of the test case [81] that states a test case must consist of
two components: a description of the input data and a description of the output for that
set of input. The representation of test cases in SEMST is an adaptation of this definition
which is shown in figure 9, where, the Identifier is used to identify a test case, the Inputs
is the description of input data and the Outputs is the description of expected_output, the
Strategy-base is used to represent the testing strategies(known as Specification-based or
Program-based) on which the test case is constructed, the Link with P is a pointer used
to point to the part of the programs linked with the test case and the Link with 5 is a
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pointer used to point to the paxt of the specifications to which the test case is relevant.

Identifier

Inputs Expected Outputs

Strategy_base

Link with P Link with S

Figure 9. Logical Structure off a test case in SEMST
The program attribute tables in SEMST are the same format as those tables in a static
program analyser. This analyser should be able to produce the module, path, branch and
statement tables associated with a program. Generally, a module table consists of an
identifier of a procedure or function (normally the name of procedure or function is used)
and a statement number indicating the place of the module in the system. A branch table
should contain a branch number used as an identifier of the branch and a description of
the branch (normally the numbers of statement sequence are used). It is the same idea
for the format of the path table and statement table.

The object descriptions stored in the library are shown below:

typedef s t r u c t

spec_file

{
char r u l e _ i d e n t [ 1 5 ] ;
char rule_content[15];
s t r u c t s p e c . f i l e * next;
} S F , *PSF;

t y p e d e f s t r u c t spec.management

{
char filename[16];
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char r u l a _ i d e n t [ 1 5 ] ;
char secure_mark[3];
s t r u c t specmanagament * next;
} SMT, *PSMT;

typedef s t r u c t

Test_Case_file

•C
char TC_ident[15];
char input_data[15];
char expected.output[15];
char TC_strategy[3];
char P _ l i n k [ 2 0 ] ;
char S _ l i n k [ 2 0 ] ;
char TC_type[3];
s t r u c t T e s t _ C a s e _ f i l e *next;
} TCF, *PTCF;

t y p e d e f s t r u c t Test„Case.jnanagement

{
char filename[16];
char TC_ident[15];
char secure_mark[3];
s t r u c t Test.Case.management *next
} TCMT, *PTCMT;

t y p e d e f s t r u c t program.name.management

{
char filename[16];
c h a r proc_func_name[15];
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char secure_mark[3];
s t r u c t program name_management * n e x t ;
=

} PMMT, *PTPMNT;

typedef s t r u c t t e s t c a s e

•C
char ident[15];
s t r u c t t e s t c a s e *next;
} TC,*PTC

typedef s t r u c t l i n k s

•C
char l i n k [ 1 5 ] ;
s t r u c t l i n k s *next;
} LINK, *PLINK;

PSF p s f . h e a d , p s f _ t a i l ;
PSMT psmt.head, p s m t _ t a i l , p r o _ p s m t ;
PTCF p t c f . h e a d , p t c f . t a i l ;
PTCMT ptcmt„head, p t c m t . t a i l ;
PTPMT prant J i e a d , „pmnt_tail;
PTC ptc_head;

6.3

User Interface

S E M S T is an interactive system. A menu is provided to the users to operate the system.
There are two kinds of menus in SEMST. The system

menu (or main menu),

figure 10, is used to guide the users into the subsystem; and the subsystem
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indicated in
menu is used

to list the functions of each subsystem from which the users can select an appropriate
function. SEMST contains three subsystems, namely the specification segment, the test
case segment and the program segment, each of which includes the same function menu
shown in figure 11. To use SEMST, the users do not need to learn any new command
languages.

1) To m a n i p u l a t e t h e s p e c i f i c a t i o n s
2) To m a n i p u l a t e t h e programs
3) To m a n i p u l a t e t h e t e s t

Figure

1 0 . T h e S y s t e m Menu

Input/Add:
Retrieve/Update:
Links Enquiry:
Secure Enquiry:
Directory:
Quit:

Figure

cases

(I)
(U)
(L)
(S)
(D)
(Q>

1 1 . T h e S u b s y s t e m Menu
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6.4

An Example

SEMST has been implemented as a prototype system to examine its utility in an industrial
environment, it has been used to manage the testing documentation associated with part
of a Tunnel-Control system developed by Marconi Command and Control System in 1985.
The System Functional Specification in the Tunnel-Control project is referred to as an
example of a rule-based specification which is composed of a set of rule descriptions, and
the Test Case Specification document in the Tunnel-Control project is referred to as an
example of the test cases relevant to the rule-based specification. This section illustrates
several outputs from the SEMST. Appendix A describes the use of SEMST in more detail.

Suppose that the specification document, consisting of a set of rule descriptions identifiered as ruleO, rulel, rule2,

rulen and the test case document, consisting of a set

of descriptions of the test cases identified as testOO, testOl, test02,

testmn have been

loaded and stored in the SEMST database.

The Retrieve/Update

function in the specification subsystem of SEMST provides the

user with the ability to retrieve or update a rule/functionality specified in the specification.
Figure 12 shows a rule description retrieved from the system database. The description
w

of the rule is identified as "rule5 , and its file name is "d_rule5".

The Link Enquiry function in the specification subsystem of SEMST helps the users
to obtain the information about the linkage of specification with test cases. Figure 13
illustrates what test cases are linked with "rulel", "rule2", "rule3", "rule4", "rule8", and
"rule9".
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RULE/FUNCTIONAL I TV DESCRIPTION: r u l e 5
FILENAME OF THE DESCRIPTION. d _ r u l e 5

; (The L a t e s t U e r s i o n )

KEV

SVSTEM

EQUIPMENT

HI

Kilf,
KiUhen,
KiThen,
Kifllso,

Site_X,
Site_X,
Site_X,
Site_X,

U e n t i I a t ion, Depo t JCon t r o I , On,
Uenti l a t i o n , RutoJControl, Off,
U e n t i l a t i o n , flu to JCon t r o I , O f f ,
Uentilation, Override_Faci I ity,

SIGNRL <SDD)

LO

STATUS

Off, iTrue);
x, i F a l s e ) ;
x, i F a l s e ) ;
B a r r e d , Normal, LOJHI ) ;

I
Update

i t ? <yes o r no):Q

3 q

Figure 1 2. The Display Of a Retrieved Rule Description

SEBDSTI
Rule/Functionali ty I denti f i e r : r u l e 9
Rule/Functionality Identifier:.

rulel

no l i n k s w i t h twe t e s t

cases

R u l e / F u n c t i o n a l i t y r u l e 2 has the l i n k s with
t04

the f o l l o w i n g

test cases:

test02 tes

R u l e / F u n c t i o n a l i t y r u l e 3 has the l i n k s with the f o l l o w i n g

test cases:

test02

R u l e / F u n c t i o n a l i t y r u l e 4 has the l i n k s with
t03

the following

test cases:

testOI t e s

the f o l l o w i n g

test cases:

test02

rule8

no

l i n k s with the t e s t

cases.

R u l e / F u n c t i o n a l i t y r u l e 9 has the l i n k s with
t03 t e s t 0 4

0

0
Figure 13. Links Between the Rules and the test cases
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1

tesP*

The Secure Enquiry function in the specification subsystem of SEMST provides the
user with the information about what rule/functionality described in the specification has
been changed and what links have become insecure due to the change. Figure 14 indicates
that the "rule3", "rule5", and "rule7" are modified so that the links of these rules with
test cases may be insecure. Insecure links can become secure after proper changes to them.

Similar to the functions provided in the specification subsystem of SEMST, the test
case subsystem also provides the functions to retrieve or update a test case record in the
system database, and to make the enquiries about the links and change information.
tt

Figure 15 shows a retrieved test case record whose identifier is test04". The first five
lines in the figure shows the attributes of test case record "test04".

After that it is a

display of the contents of the input data file and expected output file.

Figure 16 shows the links of "testOl", "test02" and "test04" with the specification and
the program.

Figure 17 indicates the insecure links of the test cases with the rules in the specification.
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SEfflSTI
The f o l l o w i n g r u l e / f u n c t i o n a l i t y d e s c r i p t i o n s u s e d to be m o d i f i e d ,
rule3
rule5
rule?
The

l i n k s o f the f o l l o w i n g

TE
TEST CASE
te
testOI

t e s t c a s e s may be

insecure:

LINK WITH S P E C I F I C A T I O N
rule4 rule5 rule6

LINK WITH PROGRAM
SensorJCheck

D

01

l^t
Figure 14 . An Example of the Secure links Checking in
the Specification Segment
SE01ST!

TEST CASE t e s t 0 4
; (The L a t e s t U e r s i o n )
FILENAME OF INPUT DATA: t e s t 0 4 _ i n p u t
FILENAME OF EXPECTED OUTPUT DATA: t e s t 0 4 ^ o u t p u t
TESTING STAATEGIES BASED: s p e c i f i c a t i o n _ b a s e d ( b I a c k b o x )
LINKS WITH THE ( R U L E S ) S P E C I F I CAT I ON: r u l e O r u l e 2 r u l e 11 r u l e 9
LINKS WITH THE PROGRAMS:

THE INPUT DATA SHOWN BELOW
Exit
Test
1)

Transmissionmeter:
U a l u e (m)

One S t a t e s

395

12.11/A

Zero

States

9.05/fl
)
3)

2

605
315

"
12.11/A

12.11/R
9.05/A

9.05/fl
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Figure 15 . The Display of a Retrieved Te3t Case Record
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JO

SEdSTl
T h i s s u b s y s t e m p r o v i d e s you t h e i n f o r m a t i o n a b o u t t h e l i n k a g e o f t e s t c a s e s (with
the r u l e s / f u n c t i o n a l i t i e s i n s p e c i f i c a t i o n and t h e program a t t r i b u t e s .
T h e r e a r e t h e f o l l o w i n g t e s t c a s e r e c o r d s in t h e s y s t e m

testOI
Please

t@st02

test03

test04

i n p u t t h e I D E N T I F I E R S o f t h e t e s t c a s e you a r e i n t e r e s t e d , end w i t h a

Test Case I d e n t i f i e r : t e s t O I
TestCase Identifier:test02
T e s t C a s e I den t i f i e r : t e s t04
T e s t Case I d e n t i f i e r : .
TEST CASE
LINK WITH SPEC I F I CAT I ON
testOI
rule4 rule5 rule6
test02
rule2 rule3 rule9 rule11
test04
ruleO rule2 r u l e l l rule9

LINK WITH PROGRAM
Sensor JCheck
ProcedureO1
None

D

Figure 16 . Links Between The Test Cases and the Rules
SEMST!
T e s t C a s e Subsystem:
Input/Add :
<I>
R e t r i e v e / U p d a t e : < U>
Links Enquiry:
(L>
Secure Enquiry:
CS)
Directory:
CD)
Quit:
<Q>
P l e a s e c h o o s e one f u n c t i o n :S
The r i n k s o f t h e f o l l o w i n g t e s t c a s e s may be
TEST CASE
testOI

LINK WITH S P E C I F I C A T I O N
rule4 rule5 rule6

insecure:
LINK WITH PROGRAM
Sensor JCheck

III

D

•
ids

s
Figure 17 . An Example of the Secure Links Checking in
The Test Case Segment
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(5.5

The Design off SEMST

SEMST is designed as a database environment which manages and maintains test data
in the project life cycle. Section 6.2, the section on the system architecture, has been devoted to describing how the prototype SEMST has been designed to achieve its functional
requirements. This section is used to clarify and complement several points about the
design of the SEMST system.

6.5.1

The System Functional Structure

From functional structure point of view, the SEMST system consists of five major parts
which have been shown in figure 7:

1. the system monitor;
2. the specifications segment;
3. the programs segment;
4. the test cases segment; and
.5. the SEMST database.

The system monitor acts as a main control program in the SEMST system, whose major
functions are:

o to analyse the user commands and call the relevant subsystems;
o to create a new database(i.e. new directory) for a new project user; and
o to save the system information into the database before exiting SEMST system.
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The above three segments are the subsystems of SEMST, and each of them is functionally
independent of the other. The SEMST database is designed as a central repository where
the test data and the analysed information are stored, and shared by these subsystems. It
is the common data area on which the independent subsystems are able to communicate
with each other.

6.5.2

The S E M S T Database

The Database Model

As described in section 6.2.3, the SEMST can be thought of as an object-oriented database
management system. The specifications, test cases and programs used in the real world
are represented using the Entity-Relation-Attribute data model and stored as the files
with data records in the SEMST database. The objects in the SEMST database are files,
namely specification files, test case files and programfilesfseesection 6.2.3.1].

SEMST
DATABASE

PROJECT

1

PROJECT^2

•
Figure

X

PROJECT

3

PROJEC

Z X

18. The S t r u c t u r e
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o f SEMST

Database

The Database Structure

Since SEMST is implemented in the UNIX environment, its structure is tailored to the
Unix file system which is a hierarchical architecture. As shown in Figure 18, the S E M S T
database directory can be separated into a number of subdirectories in terms of the project
users. Each project directory comprises three data areas: specification area(i.e. the "S" in
figure 18), test case orec(i.e. the "T" in figure 18); and program area(\.e. the "P" in figure
18). In these three areas, the data are maintained under RCS control(e.g. all versions of the
test cases are stored in area "T"). In addition, each of these areas comprises a

management

table, whose purpose is to register each of the new data items loaded into the database
(e.g. in area "T", a test-cases management table(TCMT) is stored to record every name
2

of the new test case record or test case file ) . The management tables mentioned above
are main data structures in SEMST, based on which the system is manipulated.

6.5.3

The Links in S E M S T

SEMST manages the links between test data based on the identifiers associated with each
test data item. SEMST requires that each test data item be given a name as its identifier.
For instance, a rule/functionality specified in the specification must have a name, and
this name will be contained in the test case records if these test cases are based on such
rule/functionality. The links are established when the test cases are entered into the
S E M S T database. The links can be changed when the test cases are modified.

Guide [11] is a hypertext tool available in the Unix on the Sun workstations. However,
link management is poor in Guide, and it is unsuitable for satisfying the SEMST functional
requirements. It is unrealistic to develop a hypertext system for managing the links within
the time constraints of this project. For these reasons, the prototype version of S E M S T
3

A test case file stores a set of test case records, and each test case record is identified by a test case
name. See Appendix A for more details.
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uses the identifiers concept as a case study of managing the links.

<B.6 Tine SEMST Properties
The capabilities of the prototype version of SEMST have been described in section 6.1.
This section firstly summarises the results that SEMST has achieved, and then gives a
further description of applying SEMST to a real project - the Tunnel Control System,
which has been presented in section 6.4.

6.6.1

H i g h l i g h t s of t h e S E M S T Achievements

1. Loading Data. SEMST consists of a mechanism for helping the user input the test
data into its database. The user can be guided by the SEMST system instructions
to input the data. The vi screen editor is provided for inputing and editing the new
data files. If the data files are already in the machine, SEMST can convert these
files into its database.
2. Maintaining Versions and Releases. SEMST keeps track of the changes to the
files and maintains all versions of the files in its database. Given this version history,
four vital questions can be answered: _
o what changes were made,
o who made the changes,
o when were the changes made, and
o why were the changes made.
SEMST allows the user to define the releases in order to baseline a number of versions
of test data.
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3. Retrieving amid Updating. The user is allowed to retrieve any version of the data
files from the SEMST database and to update the data information in the SEMST
system. In SEMST, the links between the test data can also be updated. The reasons
for providing this functionality are the following:
o The previous links established between the data may be wrong.
o When a new function is added to the specification or program, there may be a
new link that should be created between the added function and the previous
test cases.
o When a modification has been made to a part of the specifications or programs,
the current links of test cases with the modified specification or program have
become insecure. A change of the insecure links may have the effect of changing
these links back to secure.
4. Managing Links. The links of test cases with specifications and programs are
controlled and maintained in association with each version of these components.
SEMST provides the user with information about the insecure links resulting from
the changes to the specification or program. Prom this information, the user can
become aware of the affected test cases because of specification or program changes.
After a modification is made to the insecure links, SEMST can change the links to
secure status automatically.
5. Controlling Data Security. SEMST prevents multiple users from updating the
same file simultaneously. When a user has retrieved a file from the system, this file
is then locked by SEMST to stop the second user retrieving it again until the first
user's task is finished.
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®.©.2

A p p l i c a t i o n off S E M S T T o t h e Real P r o j e c t System

The prototype version of SEMST has been used to manage the test documents in the
3

Tunnel-Control system . A demonstration of such application has been presented in section 6.4. This section is intended to give a more detailed explanation about the use of
SEMST with the Tunnel-Control System.

Relevant Features of the Tunnel-Control system

The following illustrates some relevant features of the Tunnel-Control system, which should
be considered when applying SEMST to it:

o the System Specifications in the Tunnel-Control system are rule-based, and written
in a Pascal-like language,
o the test cases specified in the Test Case Specifications in the Tunnel-Control system
are functional test cases.
o the outputs from the execution of the system may be the inputs to the next execution
of the system. Therefore, the test cases have been selected from part of the system's
outputs.

The SEMST Approach

SEMST is able to handle the above features associated with the Tunnel-Control system,
by doing the following:

o defining an identifier for each rule described in the System Specification,
3

The Tunnel-Control System is a real-time system for controlling and managing the various conditions
in a road Tunnel. The system was developed by Marconi Command and Control System.
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o defining an identifier for each test case specified in the Test Case Specification,
o defining an identifier for each test case selected from part of the system's outputs,
o defining a file for each set of the relevant test cases(e.g. all the test cases used for
testing ventilation function should be put in one file),
o defining a file for the test cases selected from the part of system execution outputs,
o if a test case is used to test a rule specified in the System Specification, there is then
a link between this test case and rule,
o if the execution of a test case traverses a part of the program(e.g. some branches in
a program module), there is then a link between such test case and part of program.

Figure 12 has shown a retrieved rule specification from the SEMST database, whose
identifier is "rule5" and filename is "d_rule5".
Figure 15 has shown a retrieved test case from the SEMST database. The first six
lines in the figure are the header of this test case, which list: the name of this test
M

case(i.e. te8t04"); the name of its input data file (i.e. "test04_input"); the name of its
expectedjoutput file(i.e. "testCM-output"); the testing strategy it is based on(i.e. "specification_based"); its links with specification(i.e. the rules("ruleO", "rule2'', "rulell" and
"rule9") linking with it) and its links with programs(this test case has no link with the
programs). The test case record displayed in figure 15 is incomplete. The user can see the
complete test case by typing "return".
Figure 14 has shown that due to the change of "rule3", "rule5" and "rule7" the links of
test case "testOl" with the 8pecincation("rule4", "rule5" and "rule6") and the program(
the Sensor.Check subroutine) have become insecure. Hence, the test case "testOl" is the
affected by the specification changes.
Other figures have been explained in section 6.4.
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(B.f

Testiimg SEMST

The development process of the SEMST system has passed phases of analysis, specification,
design, implementation and testing. Each of these phases has produced the appropriate
documents. This section describes how the SEMST system has been tested during its
development.

0.7.1

Review development D o c u m e n t s

In the phases of requirement analysis, functional specification and design of the SEMST
system development, a review was used as the testing method to examine the development
deliverables/documents. The development documents were reviewed to be correct with
respect to the system requirements.

6.7.2

U n i t / M o d u l e Testing

During the implementation of SEMST, each module in the system was tested first. The
test cases chosen for testing the modules were based on both functional/specificationbased and structural/program-based testing strategies. Therefore each module was tested
functionally and structurally. The objective of unit testing was to ensure that each module
in the SEMST system satisfied its design requirements.

6.7.3

I n t e g r a t i o n / S u b s y s t e m Testing

After the module testing, the qualified modules were integrated into the subsystems of
SEMST. When testing the subsystems, the test cases were selected mainly for checking
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the interfaces between modules and examining the functionalities of each subsystem. The
subsystems were tested against the subsystem design.

0.7.4

System Testing

During system testing, interfaces between the subsystems of SEMST were checked, and
the communication between the subsystems on the basis of the SEMST database were
examined. The test documents associated with the Tunnel-Control system were used as
the test cases for system testing SESMT. The results of the system testing indicated that
the prototype SEMST satisfied its functional requirements.
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Assessment amid Cojmckasion
Introduction

This chapter concludes the dissertation by presenting a review of the SEMST system.
Three sections are included in the chapter. Section 7.1 presents an assessment of the
prototype version of SEMST and also discusses the future research and development directions. Section 7.2 gives an overview of-the major topics addressed in the dissertation.
A summary of this dissertation is included in the last section.
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7.1

Assegsmiiiemt of SEMST amd Fotere Work

SEMST is one kind of data management system used for supporting the testing process. It
has the following important features which distinguish it from similar testing management
tools.

o Storage, retrieval and update of the specifications, programs, and test cases.
o Maintenance of the versions of these components
o Baseline of a number of these component versions.
o Management of the relationships among these components.
o Traceability after a modification is made to one of the items.

At present, SEMST is a prototype version consisting of 2,500 lines of C code. As a
prototype, it inevitably has some limitations such as the length of a file name is limited to
15 letters and a non-text file cannot be updated in SEMST. Possible extensions to SEMST
have been considered and are described below:

o Firstly, the support for complex interrelationships among the data should be extended in SEMST. At the moment SEMSTxan only support the management of the
relationships of test cases with specifications and programs.
o Secondly, the present SEMST prototype uses its own file formats and is not actually
able to share or interchange data with other life cycle tools, although i t is required
and designed to be able to do so. Therefore, in the future an interface model should
be explored to furnish an integrated environment.
o Thirdly, RCS provides the configuration management support by defining a configuration as a set of revisions and checking the revisions out according to a certain
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criterion. The criteria include the default (the latest version), the release-based (a
release or a branch number), the author-based and state (author name or state attribute), the date-based (the date), and the name-based (the symbolic name). The
SEMST prototype adopts the first two as the criteria used for retrieving a version of
a file. Later development of SEMST should add the rest of the aspects in improving
the configuration management.
o Fourthly, to improve the configuration management support, SEMST should also
provide a facility to prevent the released items in the system database from being
casually modified.
o Fifthly, the programs and their attributes in SEMST are designed to be well formatted, and language-independent. However, this can be achieved only when a generic
static program analyser is provided. Since there is neither a generic static program
analyser nor a specific language static analyser implemented on the Sun workstation,
the features of storage of program's attributes and the management of the linkage
of test case with program attributes remains undeveloped in the prototype version
of SEMST.
o Finally, future work is also needed to provide a U6er-friendly interface in SEMST
such as windows and graphics.

7.1.1

F u r t h e r Review o f the S E M S T System

This section is used to present a further analysis and evaluation of the SEMST system
based on a comparison of SEMST with some other existing database systems.
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7.1.1.1 Advantages off SEMST

The key concept in the SEMST system is its attempt to apply SCM techniques to the
testing process and to provide traceability between test data(e.g. the specifications, test
cases and programs) across the system life cycle. One important, distinguishing feature
of SEMST is its ability to support the retesting process which is performed in association
with the evolution of software system. In summary, the SEMST system would be beneficial
to the testing process in the following:

o A way of computer-aided test data management is provided;
o All versions of the data items can be maintained, so that the details of change to
each test data item(e.g. when and what the changes are made) can be recorded;
o The baseline for a set of test data items can be denned and managed;
o The links between test data can be controlled(e.g. creating, enquiring and modifying
the links);
o By managing the links, the following can be identified:
— derived data items to their sources;
— activated parts by the execution of data items; and
— change effect on the data items and their links (e.g. the affected parts by
the change, and the links possibly no longer valid between the changed data
items(i.e the insecure links)).
o The modification of links has the advantage of keeping the state of data relationships
up to date.
o By locking a retrieved file from the system, the shared data and simultaneous update
problems[section 2.1.3] may be solved.
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Many existing database systems claim their cooperation with a hypertext system, so
that the relationships between the life-cycle data can be managed. In contrast to SEMST,
however, the current hypertext systems do not involve the identification of change effect
on the data and the relationships between the data. There is no mechanism provided in a
hypertext system to manage the insecure links which could possibly result from the data
modifications. Moreover, the current hypertext systems have not addressed the question
of ensuring the reliability of the links established in their systems. Hence, few of these
database systems are sufficient for supporting the evolution of software and the revalidation
process.

7.1.1.2 Limitations o f SEMST

The limitations of the current version of SEMST have been identified as follows:

o The support for configuration management in SEMST is only based on the facilities
provided in RCS, and therefore SEMST has the limitations which exist in RCS. For
example, RCS does not provide a mechanism to prevent a released(baselined) data
item from being randomly modified. But according to SCM discipline, any baselined
data items should not be modified unless it has been agreed by the board of SCM.
o It is not actually able to communicate with other life-cycle tools.
o It does not provide control for all possible links between the specifications, the test
cases and the programs;
o In comparison with the hypertext systems, SEMST does not support for non-linear
data relationships control(which is provided in the hypertext systems). On the other
hand, the hypertext systems are designed to manage a wider range of data, including
the storage of graphic, audio and video data applications. However, SEMST has only
considered the support for text data. RCS has the same problem.
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o The current SEMST uses the concept of an identifier to manage the links between the
data items. However, this approach may be less effective than the approach provided
in the hypertext systems. In the hypertext systems, a graph concept is used to deal
with the relationships between data components. The graph is a collection of the
nodes and the links, and each node and link(i.e. the edge between the nodes) in the
graph are given a name. The users are allowed to traverse the nodes and links on
the graph. A graphic representation of data and relationships is usually much easier
to understand than other forms of data output.
o The current version of SEMST has not provided a systematic approach to ensure
that the links(original or changed) created between the data are accurate to reflect
the data relationships, although it provides certain assistant mechanisms to allow
the users to check the created links and to update the links.
o The current SEMST system does not name the links, so that the kind of relationships
existing between the linked data are not clear.
o As a prototype, it is ineffective for a large amount of test data. For instance, the
output information on the computer screen will become messy when there are a lot of
the information. There is no printed data output provided in the SEMST prototype.
o The present SEMST system is weak in query operations compared to other database
management systems(e.g relational database).

o SEMST needs to improve its user interface.

7.1.2

Lessons L e a r n t F r o m the Research

The following presents a summary of what has been learnt from doing this research project.

o The View of Software Testing. Software testing has evolved from being viewed
as a follow on activity after the coding to being viewed as a continuous activity
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performed in each phase of the software life cycle. Recently, the formal transformation process has been accepted as a software development process mo del [104], which
is intended to support the generation of correct programs from the specifications.
However, this model still stays at a theoretical level and is unlikely to be used in
practice in the near future. Therefore, at the present stage, testing is still widely
believed to be a pragmatic verification and validation mechanism for ensuring a high
quality software production. The testing process has been represented using a test
life cycle model which is embedded within the whole software life cycle[section 3.2].
o The Application! o f S C M to Testing. SCM, as a software engineering discipline,
is concerned with the management and control of the evolution of software system.
The testing process is associated with the evolution of software system. This could
be understood from the following. Firstly, when a software error is found by a testing
activity, a modification of the specification or program or both will occur. On the
other hand, after the change to the specifications or programs, a relevant testing
activity will require to take place in order to ensure the changed system is correct
with respect to its requirements. Furthermore, the test data components have close
relationships between each other; a change of one component could affect the validity
of other relevant components. Finally, the revalidation of changes is a major task
in software maintenance. It requires the reselection of test cases and the update of
the previous test plan. Because of the above features, the testing process should be
subject to the control of SCM. Of the SCM methods, change control, version control
and record-keeping/traceability are relevant to the management of test data [section
4.4].
o The Development of SEMST. The application of SCM to testing deserves individual emphasis, but it has been overlooked in past years. In this research, the
SEMST system has been designed and developed as a practical model of combining
the testing process with SCM methods. The application of SEMST would augment
current testing or maintenance support environments in a way that supports the
testing activities associated with software changes. Little such help has been given
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in previously developed database systems. Hence, the development of SEMST is
significant, although the present version of SEMST has some weakness.
o The Way of Doing Research. Undertaking a research project is also a vehicle
for learning the way of doing research. Generally, a research project involves the
activities of investigation, analysis, design, implementation and evaluation. From
doing this research, especially by rewriting the original version of the dissertation, the
lesson has been particularly learnt in how to sensibly conduct analysis and evaluation
of a research deliverable. It has been realised that without an appropriate analysis,
the research will not lead to progress.

7.2

Overview off the M a j o r Topics off the Dissertation

This dissertation has presented a description of research undertaken on the topic of software testing management.
The background and purpose of this research have been introduced in the first chapter.
The research approach involves the investigation of software configuration management
methods and its application to the testing process; the study of software testing techniques
and methods; the exploration of the significance of software testing management; the
survey of related work in the past; and the development of a new environment - SEMST.
In the dissertation, software testing has been viewed as the continuous activity and
task of planning, designing and constructing tests, and of using those tests to assess and
evaluate the quality of work performed at each stage of the software development life cycle.
The dissertation has concluded that software configuration management is the complete mechanism for controlling and recording the status of all deliverables, their relationships and their changes. In practice, it is difficult to construct a cost-effective and usable
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software system without a good system of configuration management in place. All software items concerned with software testing should be subject to configuration management
control.
The dissertation has discussed software testing methods and techniques based on the
classification of testing into specification-based and program-based testing. It has concluded that these two testing strategies are basically complementary approaches to software testing; one of them can not be used to replace the other.
The dissertation has given a description of testing in the software life cycle and an
emphasis on the early test planning. It has also addressed the needs for the management
of software testing by discussing three major problems associated with software testing:

o difficulties in early planning for testing;
o large amount of data produced during the testing process; and
o testing software changes.

The dissertation has pointed out that the support of software configuration management
will help to solve the above problems.
The examples of other existing systems described in this dissertation indicate that
many environments provide certain management assistance but few of them provide enough
information to enable the management of the testing process.
SEMST, a support environment for the management of software testing, has been
described in the dissertation as a practical model resulting from the research.
A number of shortcomings of the current version of SEMST have been discussed which
are considered as the future development directions.
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7.3

Seminary of the Dissertation

This dissertation has been devoted to addressing a significant issue namely to apply software configuration management methods to the testing process. The SEMST system
presented in this dissertation is an implementation of managing the testing process with
SCM support. It is believed that the application of SEMST will enhance the scope of
software testing environments with respect to control and management of testing changes.
However, the current SEMST is a prototype and many improvements are needed.
In summary, the design of integrated testing support environments that covers a full
spectrum of management activities in an integrated manner will need further attention
before they become reality for practical use. The support environments need to take into
account not only the management of test data, like the features of the current SEMST, but
also other management activities(e.g. test resources management, test plan and schedule
management). The support environments should also provide facilities for reflecting both
the evolutionary nature of the software development^.e. change to software component,
software system structure and process, plans and schedules, etc.) and the relevant testing
activities associated with such evolutionary features.
The dissertation is now concluded with the wish that one day more advanced solutions,
techniques and tools would be explored to solve the problem area that this dissertation
has considered.
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Appendix A

How to us® SEMST
S E M S T helps the users to maintain all the versions of specifications,

test cases and pro-

grams associated with a particular project, as well as to manage the relationships among
these components. The characteristics of SEMST are described in the main body of this
dissertation.

This section focus on explaining the procedures to use SEMST. In this

section, the examples used to illustrate a rule-based specification and the test case descriptions are from the Tunnel Control project documents developed by Marconi Limited
in 1985.
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Aol

Emteir the System

The format of the command for entering SEMST is as follows:

% semst

ProjectName

Suppose a user wants to use SEMST to manage the project entitled

Tunnel-Control,

then the user should type "semst Tunnel-Control". For a new project which has not
previously been entered into SEMST, the system will create three new directories for
storing the data associated with this new project. To do this, the system will ask the
users if they are sure they want to create a new project in SEMST and the user should
tt

answer yes"(user can simply type 'y')> otherwise it will quit from S E M S T .

A.2

Manipulating the STubsystems

To operate the functions of the subsystem the user selects a number relevant to the subsystem in the main menu. For instance, if the users want to operate the functions in the
test case subsystem, the users should type "3" after the SEMST prompt.

Each subsystem has the functions listed in the menu shown in figure 11, where:

o the I n p u t / A d d is the function for loading the data (e.g. descriptions of specifications and test cases) into the SEMST database, including the input of a new file and
addition of new data items to an existing file. When a new project is entered into
the S E M S T , this function should be selected first;
o the R e t r i e v e / U p d a t e is the functions that perform the retrieval of any version of
data items from the database and control the update to this item when required by
the users;
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o the Limits E n q u i r y is the function used to help the users to get the information
about the current state of the links among the data items in the system;
o the Secure E n q u i r y function helps the users to know what part of specification
has been changed and what links have become insecure;
o the D i r e c t o r y is the function listing all names associated with the files stored in
the directory. All files are under the control of RCS;
o the Quit is the function provided for exiting the subsystem.

A.3

Specification Mamipralatiom

The users operate the functions in the specification segment by selecting "1" from the
system menu. The functions listed in this subsystem menu are summarised in the above
section. In this section more detailed descriptions are given on how to operate each of
them.

A.S.1

Input/Add

M

In order to input a specification, the user should choose F from the menu provided in
the specification segment. The system provides the users with a mechanism to input their
specifications with respect to the project by a set of rule/functionality descriptions with the
relevant rule/functionality identifiers and to store these descriptions in a number of files.
This kind of file is called the Specification File in SEMST. There is another kind of file
in S E M S T called Rule/Functionality

File which contains the descriptions of a particular

rule/functionality. This kind of file may be constructed outside of S E M S T . S E M S T can
convert these files into its database when the users give the complete path name of the
file. On the other hand, the users are allowed to input a new rule/functionality file with
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the vi screen editor when the users give a name of the rule/functionality file. The format
of a specification file is shown in figure 8.

The procedure of inputing/adding the specification descriptions is guided by the system, and the options are illustrated bellow:

1. To input a name of the specification file
2. To input a rule/functionality identifier.
3. To input a name of the rule/functionality file. If the file exists, go to step 5, otherwise
go to the next step.
4. To input the contents of rule/functionality description.
5. If more rule/functionality descriptions are required to input, go to step 2, otherwise
end the procedure.

A.8.2

Retrieve/Update

By selecting "U" from the menu in the specification segment, the user can conduct the
operations of retrieval and update. There are two ways offered by SEMST to retrieve a
version of a rule/functionality description from the specification files stored in S E M S T
database. One way is to retrieve by the Filename of the specification file. Another way
is to retrieve by the rule/functionality

identifiers.

When the first method is chosen, the

system will display all the names of specification files in the system relevant to the user
project. The users should then select the name of a file to be retreived and input it into the
system. After that, the system will show all the rule/functionality identifiers included in
this file on the screen. Then the user can retrieve a rule/functionality description from the
database by inputing a rule/functionality identifier and a version number into the system.
Similarly, all of the rule/functionality identifiers in SEMST database will be displayed
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on the screen after the user chooses the second method to retrieve the rule/functionality
descriptions, and the retrival is then same as described above.
The contents of a rule/functionality description can be shown on the screen after it
has been retrieved from the system database, see figure 12 for an example. In this figure,
the display of a rule description whose file name is "d_rule", identifiered as "ruleS", is
reflected. If the users want to make a modification to the description contents, they type
"yes" after SEMST prompt. Then the system will provide the vi screen editor to assistant
the modification.

A.3.3

Links Enquiry

This function in the specification subsystem helps the users to obtain the information
about the linkage of the specification with test cases. After the users choose " L " from
the menu, the system will firstly display all of the rule/functionality identifiers in S E M S T
relevant to the user's project, and then ask the users to input the interested identifiers one
by one. When the users finish the input, the system will show the relevant information
about the links on the screen. Figure 13 shows what test cases are linked with "rulel",
M

"rule2", «rule3", "rule4 , "rule8" and «rule9".

A.3.4

Secure Enquiry

This function provides the users with the information about what rule/functionality described in the specification files has been modified and what links have become insecure
due to the modification. Figure 14 shows an example.
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A . 8.5

Directory

This displays all of the names of the files stored in the specification directory of S E M S T
including the specification files and rule/functionality files. The files are all under R C S
control.

A«4

Test Case

This section describes how to operate the functions provided in the test case subsystem
of S E M S T .

To begin this function, select "3" from the main menu. In the test case directory of
the S E M S T database, there are also two kinds of files, namely the Test Case File and
the Input data or Expected Output File. A test case file is used to store a set of test case
records consisting of the following attributes:

o the test case identifier,
© the input data,
o the expected outputs,
@ the testing strategy based,
o the testing coverage criterion used, and
o the links with the specification and the program.

The format of a test case record is shown in figure 9. An input data or expected output
file contains a description of the inputs or expected outputs associated with a test case
record. This kind of file may be constructed outside of SEMST. SEMST is able to load
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these files into its database when the user gives the complete path name of the file. If the
file dose not exist, the system will provide a vi screen editor to help the users to input a
new input data or expected file as long as the users give a file name to the system.

A.4.1

Input/Add

The users wanting to operate the function to input/add the test case into S E M S T should
select " F from the menu provided in the test case subsystem. The whole procedure of
inputing/adding the test cases into SEMST is to input each test case record into various
test case files, while the input/ add of a test case record includes the input of each attribute
associated with the test case mentioned above.

In S E M S T , the attribute named "Strategy-Base" is defined as a necessary item for a
test case record and is used to represent the testing strategies on which the test case is
based. It is widely recognized that there are two classes of the testing strategies used in
software testing: Specification-Based

and Program-Based.

In SEMST, the users should use

"S" to represent the specification-based strategy use "P" to represent the program-based
strategy and use "SP" for the both of strategies. The users are required to input the test
coverage criterion when "P" is selected for the strategy- based. In this case, "s" should be
used to represent satement coverage, "f" should be used to represent the module testing
(or unit testing), "b" should be used to represent the branch coverage and "p" should be
used to represent the path coverage.

At the stage of inputing/adding, the links between the test cases and the specification
or the program can be established. To do this, the users should give the relevant identifiers
of the rule/functionalities or the program attributes. On the whole, the procedure to
input/add the test cases into the SEMST database can be summarized as follows:

1. To input a name of the test case file.
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2. To input a test case identifier.
3. To input the attributes of a test case record.
4. If more test case records are required to be input, go to step 2, otherwise end of the
procedure.

A.4.2

Retrieve/Update

Prom the menu in the test case segment, "U" should be selected to start this function.
Similar to the procedure of retrieving/updating a rule/functionality description described
in section A.3.2, the users can retrieve a version of a test case record by checking the test
case files or test case identifiers and then give the version's number to be retrieved. When
a version of the test case record is retrieved from the system database, the contents of its
each attribute will be displayed on the screen. Figure 15 shows a retrieved test case record
whose identifier is "test04". The first five lines in the figure shows the attributes of test
case record "test04". After that it is a display of the contens of the input data file and
expected output file.

The users are allowed to modify every attribute of a test case record after it has been
retrieved from the system database. The modification of a test case record is divided
as four part8: the modification of input data, the modification of expected outputs,, the
modification of testing strategy and the modification of the links with the specification and
program. All these functions can be guided by the system to operate, and vi is provided
as a screen editor to help the modification.

When a modification has been undertaken to the links between a test case and the
specification or program, the system will make secure mark to these link states. As a
result, if the modified link states were previously insecure, it will become secure due to
the modification.
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A.4.3

Links Enquiry

This function is provided to help the users get the information about the linkage of the test
W

cases with the specification and program. After the users choose L " from the function
menu, the system will display all of the test case identifiers in SEMST associated with the
users' project, and then will ask the users to input the identifiers one by one. When the
users finish the input, the relevant link information will be shown on the screen. Figure 16
a

shows the links of "testOl", "test02'' and test04" with the specification and the program.

A.4.4

Secure Enquiry

By selecting "S" from the function menu in the test case segment, the users can obtain what
links have become insecure due to the modification taken on the parts of the specification.
Refer to figure 17 for an example.

A.4.5

Directory

This function lists all of the names of the files stored in the test case directory of S E M S T
including the test case files and the input data/ expected outputs files. These files are
"controlled by the R C S .
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